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What s Inside...
•Are cyclists being run over by
negligence? See page 3.
• Can Medicine Man cure the
movie doldrums? See page 14.
► Is the '92 Tiger baseball team as
good as last year's? Looks like
they are! See page 21.
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Registration to become automated in April
*—'
by Rhetta Partin
staff writer
A Clemson tradition ends, but
no one is mourning. Modern technology is replacing the long lines
and closed-out classes of past registrations.
"The biggest advantage by far is
to the students," said Clemson Registrar Stan Smith of the new on-line
registration system which begins in
April.
The on-line system is a continuous registration replacing preregistration. Students will be able to
regi ster at mainframe computer terminals or via personal computer
dial-up access.
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Students will immediately know
they have a reserved seat in selected
classes, allowing them to formulate
their schedules.
Smith said two features in particular will be helpful in schedule
planning. The first will list all sections of a class, and the second will
list all open sections of a class.
Students will have access to the
system until May 8 for the first
summer session, June 19 for the
second summer session and July 31
for the fall semester. During online registration, students may
change their schedules by dropping
or adding classes.
Hopefully, Smith said, students
will be happier with their initial
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registration
and
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fewer
changes during and after walk-thru
registration.
Students may begin registration
as soon as their designated day arrives and their access window
opens. Access dates are scheduled
by student classification which is
determined by adding the number
of credits earned to the number of
credits currently enrolled in. Seniors have 95 credits and above,
juniors have 60-94, sophomores
have 30-59 and freshmen have 029.
Access dates begin on April 2
with graduate students and some
seniors, continuing through April
16 when freshmen are scheduled.

Students, athletes confront
stereotypes during forum
by Bill Zimmerman
staff writer
Clemson athletes covet a student-athlete social status they are
often denied, but several issues
which may bring them increased
acceptance from other students were
raised at a university forum last
Thursday night.
Faculty member Barbara
Kennedy-Dixon, who organized the
event as part of the campus events
held during Black History Month,
brought the students together, "not
because I wanted to do this, but at
the request of the students, as well
as the athletes."
"Were trying to heal relationships between students," KennedyDixon said during the forum.
Howard Hall mentioned how he
is treated by his professors and other
students.
"People say, 'Howard, how was
the game? How did you perform?'
I want to be treated like a studentathlete. Instead, they just treat you
like an athlete. They ask, 'Howard,

how was your game?' instead of,
'Howard, how are you doing?'"
Kennedy-Dixon, aformer Clemson basketball player, tried to relate
both as a professor and a former
player.
"You've just got to accept it for
the way it is. I had the same problem, yet it was good to know that
some people care about women's
basketball." She added many athletes would love to be asked about
their sport, and many professors
know no other way of relating to the
athlete or just want to know about
the sports career.
Kennedy-Dixon also spoke of
an athlete's commitment to their
university, of fulfilling that commitment, and of overcoming stereotypes.
"Your commitment as a studentathlete is to do the things your coach
expects of you," she said. "Without
that love of the game of football,
you would not be here today. That
is a commitment that you made to
the university that you have to cany
out.

"Amp« window" refers to the time of proposals
nronosals by a university-wide
university-v
"Access
on the initial access day an indi- committee studying the registration
vidual can first access the system. system since October 1990. The
These windows are scheduled with Council of Deans endorsed the procomputer lab availability as a con- posals on Oct. 28, 1991. The online system beginning in April
cern.
The registrar's office will ad- represents the first phase. Eventuvertise more information regarding ally, touch-tone telephones may be
the on-line system in The Tiger on used as data-entry devices. This
Feb. 28, Mar. 6 and 27. The new feature was postponed due, in part,
schedule books will contain further to the university' s current economic
information about the on-line sys- situation.
Smith said the on-line system
tem. Initial use of the on-line system will require the student's requires careful, extensive planning
advising number, social security for course schedules from all denumber and SIS password. The ad- partments. Previously, pre-registravising number is not necessary on tion data allowed greater flexibility
in course manipulation by departsubsequent uses.
The on-line system is the result ments.

Tiger victim of early
morning vandalism

Tou don't have anything to
prove to the people that think you
sit in the classroom and sleep. You
prove to yourself what it is you
want to achieve. Ignore all the stereotypes and misconceptions.
"But you made a commitment to
be a Clemson football player, and
that's a part of what they expect
from you."
Brentson Buckner believes the
commitment should not include
being asked to live up to standards
the average student does not.
"!' m not saying I walk a straight
line, because I stray sometimes, but
who in here can say that they've
never done anything wrong?"
Rodney Blunt spoke candidly
after the forum of being a studentathlete at Clemson.
"Everyday when we wake up,
the mass majority of us feel like
we're students first," Blunt said.
"We take care of our student's qual ifications first and then we' 11 be athletes. You don't have just a bunch

see FORUM, page 12

Rolling, rolling...
The recent weather has been nice enough at times to allow fitness enthusiasts
to take to the roads, like these cyclists. Please see related story on page three
about bicycle safety.

phnlo by Chip IlSI/hrail pi

Over 1500 copies of The Tiger were vandalized
King and Martin about having his
by Terry Manning
picture incorrectly placed above
editor-in-chief
another student's response to the
A special Valentine's gift was "Speaking Out" question.
"I repeatedly tried to assure
left in the University Union elevahim
that we [Martin and King] had
rorlast Friday morning - over 1000
copies of the Feb. 14 issue of The nothing to do with it.... but he
continued to complain that we had
Tiger.
According to Tiger circulation 'screwed up' and he wanted to
manager Erik Martin, someone 'burn all the Tigers,'" said King
Martin, in a similar statement,
moved the copies of the newspasaid
that he noticed something
per from their regular distribution
area in the Loggia to the elevator burning near where the two stuprobably because of a mix-up in dents had gone.
When Martin and Chip East,
the paper's "Speaking Out" sechead
photographer for The 'Tiger,
tion.
Assistant Time-Out editor came into the Loggia later Friday
Michael King, who assisied Mar- morning, the two found that the
tin in distributing last week's is- copies they'd left were gone. They
sue, said as he and Martin were went lo the information desk, and
bringing papers into the Union were told that the papers had been
early Friday morning (approxi- pul in the elevator.
"A janitor walked by," wrote
mately 1:45 a.m.) he saw a student
he recognized from a previous Martin, " and said that it was done
early that morning. 1 showed her
issue's "Speaking Out" section.
"lie asked for a copy [since be the pictures of the students and she
was also in the Feb. 14 issue] for said that [the two Martin sushim and a friend, whose picture pected] were always in the Loggia
appeared along with [the first and that they were usually around
student's] in the Feb. 14 issue," until the wee hours of the night."
University police initiated an
wrote King, in a statement given
investigation
into the matter but
to University police.
The second student confronted were unavailable for comment.
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High schoolers come to
leadership conference
by Daniel Shirley
interim assistant news editor
Leaders are somtimes hard to
come by, and that is the reason for
a Student Leadership Training Conference today on campus, according to Director of Research and
Development Greg Powell.
"We have a shortage of leaders
here at Clemson," Powell said. "We
do have some, but we are trying to
recuit more into the campus."
Powell and the Student Government will try to accomplish this
task today with the "Making a Difference Through Leadership" workshop.
Attending the workshop will be
more than 125 high school students
from across South Carolina.
"We sent out a flier to all the
schools," Powell said.
The one-day event in sponsored
by the Student Government and

features topics such as conflict
management, setting and reaching
goals and time management.
"The most important things are
the three speakers and the RisQue
Business," Powell said. "Those are
the big four things of the day."
The keynote speakers of the
event will be South Carolina Senator H. Samuel Stillwell, Clemson
President Max Lennon and
Romando James, who will be the
Closing Speaker. All three will
speak in the Holmes Ballroom.
Stillwell, who represents Greenville District 6 and serves on the
Education Commitee and the Judiciary Committee, will speak on the
condition of education in South
Carolina and the importance of developing leadership skills in our
youth.
Lennon will address what he
feels it takes to be a good leader, the
value of being a student leader and

identify various skills that are important to develop to be a successful leader.
"New World Order Demands
New World Leaders" will be the
topic of James' closing address. It
will challenge future leaders to
exlpore the old world and their leadership styles. James, a 4-H Youth
and Adult Development Specialist
for Clemson University, will also
challenge future leaders to confront
what is wrong with the world and to
stand up against it.
RisQue Business is an original
live theatrical production designed
and delivered by students. It will
use humor, music and drama to
explore campus issues related to
the use of alcohol and other drugs.
The series of skits will also discuss
suicide and relationship. The production, an award winner, is comprised of four student from the
University of South Carolina.

'Into the Streets' heads into schools
by Blair Stokes
interim news editor
Clemson students are headed
"Into the Streets" and into local
schools in efforts to teach area junior high students what college life
is all about in hopes that someday
they will all experience it first hand.
Eight campus groups are taking
part in the nationwide "Into the
Streets" program, an organization
designed to prompt college students
into lifelong habits of community
volunteerism.
„ Focusing on education, children
and youth, and AIDS, the group
officially begins its volunteerism
next week, ending Saturday, Feb.
29 with a Fike Fun Fest for local
junior high school students.
Kirk Brague, campus adviser for
Into the Streets, said the Fun Fest
will hopefully help fill a social and
recreational void neighboring communities have when it comes to
activities for junior high students.
"They're kind of left out in the

crunch. High school has its own set
of social activities, but junior highs
really don't provide that much for
their kids, and neither do these local
communities, especially these
smaller communities in this area."
- Kelly Eargle, the group's children and youth issue coordinator,
said aside from entertaining the kids,
the Fun Fest will also help expose
junior high students to college students.
"AIDS is something this community does not like to think about,'I
Eargle said of the group's AIDS
awareness plans. "Our goal ...is to
make [students] understand that,
no, it may not necessarily be here
yet, but it will be one day if we don't
tell everyone... that it can happen to
them."
Targeting students considered
drop-out risks, students will join
several different local agencies and
go into schools to tutor and help
with homework assignments in
Pendelton district four schools during their kick off week.

The principal of R.C. Edwards
junior high school, Sandra Bandy,
says she thinks contact witfrcollege
students might help encourage kids
who might not otherwise become
familiar with college life to pursue
higher educations.
Eargle said the Streets coalition
is made up of eight campus groups
making up the bulk of volunteers.
She said those groups include
Gamma Sigma Sigma service sorority, Panhellenic, student government, Alpha Phi Omega service
fraternity, Omicron Delta Kappa,
Mortar Board,the Interfraternity
Council, and FCA.
"[The program] is not just to get
people out and have them do a service project," said Brague. Brague
says the group's purpose is more
focused on educating students on
the needs of their community than
other volunteer groups. "They feel
like an informed volunteer is more
likely to be a committed volunteer."

Tekes, Kappas receive vote of
confidence' from fraternity group
by Blake Smith
staff writer
Fraternities constantly experience change. They recruit (rush)
pledges and eventually initiate them
into brotherhood.
Monday night, Tau Kappa Fpsilon and Kappa Alpha Psi were voted
into the brotherhoods on campus as
associates. This brotherhood of
brotherhoods is known as the
Interfraternity Council.
Greek systems around the country have been reeling from the sting
of negative publicity in the past few
years, and it was thought that frater-

made up of members from different
fraternities that decides policies that
is members must follow. Fraternities involved with the IFC attain
more structure, and those not involved are constantly trying to become members.
Tau Kappa Epsilon and Kappa
Alpha Psi can apply for full membership status after one year as associates, but just being associates
in the IFC is a boost.
"I think we will get much more
publicity," said Lee Heller, a brother
of TKE. "People will think we are a
legitimate fraternity as opposed to
some off-campus organization."

tinned. "They will also bring in
other men through rush."
Kappa Alpha Psi, a black fraternity, offers something the IFC is
striving for.
"Diversity can only help us,"
said Davenport. "And move us to a
more racially integrated situation,
such as it is at Georgia."
Ed Purkerson, a member of Pi
Kappa Phi and an IFC representative agreed.
"The two fraternities will bring
more national recognition to our
Greek system, as well as make it
larger," said Purkerson.
He continued, "Kappa Alpha Psi

Diversity can only help us, and move us to a more racially integrated
situation.'
IFC president Ken Davenport
On Kappa Alpha Psi, a traditionally Black fraternity,
potentially joining IFC
nities were a detriment to society,
instead of a help.
Some of this negative publicity
has changed due, in part, to the
stricterpolicies of colleges and universities. However, perhaps more
importantly, the fraternities have
been able to control themselves and
present themselves in a manner
more befitting of what they want to
represent.
The IFC is a governing body
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Membership benefits everyone,
including the IFC and its member
fraternities.
"I think TKE and KAY can benefit from the IFC, and we can benefit from them," IFC President Ken
Davenport, who is a member of the
Kappa Sigma fraternity.
Davenport added, "I think both
fraternities can benefit by the number of men who have gone through
and haven't received bids," he con-

brings more diversity to the IFC,
and they have a great philanthropy."
According to Davenport, philanthropies, athletics and many
other aspects are enhanced by a
larger IFC.
"I see the IFC as a liaison to
voice any criticism and such that
we might have as a regulatory body,
while keeping on good terms with
everyone," said Davenport.

More interest in cable
than some may think
by Daniel Shirley
interim assistant news editor
Students who expect to have
cable television on campus this
year will not get their wish.
However,
the
Student
Government's forum Wednesday
night was called to work on that
problem.
"It is such a long range plan
and is not going to come about this
year," Director of Research and
Development Greg Powell said.
"However, we are continuing to
recruit Deople and have them stay
with it
"That's important, to keep
people's interest because it is so
long term," Powell added.
The forum helped the Student
Government to become familiar
with the students interested in helping with the project.
"We'll have some ice-breakers, some interactive things like
scavenger hunts to get each other
knowing each other's names,"
Powell said.
After getting to know one another, the group will get down to
work. They will break up into
smaller groups, and as Powell said,

"brainstorm on what programs to
get and what problems will come
up with certain programs."
Also, student backing was another theme of the meeting.
Despite reports to the contrary,
Powell said there has been "tremendous student support. The Tiger could not have been farther
off in its editorial a couple of weeks
ago."
Student Body President Greg
Horton added, "If everyone wants
it to happen, we have to have a
momentum from the students. We
feel we need that momemtum."
According to Powell 40 students attended the first meeting,
and he expected 70 for
Wednesday's meeting.
Another important factor for
the group involved the actual selection of which cable company to
choose."
"Before too long," Student
Body President Greg Horton said.
"We are going to have to decide
what company to go with.
"We are currently looking at
four companies," Horton said. " 1
can't comment on specific problems, but we are reviewing each
company."

Fund-raising drive
passes $78 million goal
by Jack McKenzie
special to The Tiger
For the second time, donors to
Clemson University7s five-year
fund-raising drive have topped their
goal.
With four months to go, The
Campaign for Clemson has raised
$82,525,851 in gifts and pledges
for student and faculty enrichment,
academic equipment, programs and
facilities, and annually funded
projects and services, Clemson officials said Wednesday.
That is well ahead of the drive's
revised goal of $78 million. Donors
topped the original goal of $62 million a year ago.
Of the total raised thus far, officials said, 73 percent ($60.2 million) has been collected and is at

work for the university.
The campaign will end June 30.
The final total will be announced
Aug. 29 in Greenville during a black
tie dinner for members of Clemson's
major gift clubs.
"To say the campaign's success
is gratifying seems a gross understatement," said campaign chairman Philip PrinceofPawIeys Island.
"But then I can't think of any word
that would do justice to the donors
who have brought us to this point.
Now, there's just no telling what
the final number will be."
Recent major gifts contributing
to campaign's success include:
•$500,000 for various purposes,
including packaging science, minority engineering programs and
other areas, from Dow Chemical
•$300,000 for scholarships from
the Abney Foundation
•$300,000 for the management
department jointly from South Carolina National Bank and Wachovia
Corp.
•$250,000 for the Clemson University Student Center from the Self

Foundation
•$166,000 for the biotechnology program from the Maurice E.
Mulle Foundation, bringing the
foundation's total giving to that
program to $332,000
•$130,000 in real estate for textile and nursing scholarships from
Herman L. Smith
•$ 116,915 added to the Clemson
University Pooled Income Fund by
Murray M. Stokely, bringing his
total contributions to that fund to
$739,496, including $497,758 during the campaign
•$100,000 for the power engineering program from Carolina
Power and Light Co.
•$100,000 for the Jacqueline
Morrow Reynolds Endowment for
Music from Dale W.and Jacqueline
Morrow Reynolds

•$100,000 for the, economics
department from Ellis M. Ivey
•$ 100,000 for the School of Accountancy from Charles and Katrina
Murphy Way.
Prince said several more major
gifts are expected before the Cam-.
paign for Clemson closes. "Plus,"
he said, "we're still counting on
Clemson people to make their annual gifts to the unrestricted Loyalty Fund, which is where we really
need help in the remaining days of
the campaign."
Annual unrestricted Loyalty
Fund gifts — those not designated
by donors for specific purposes —
are used for programs and services
ranging from support for student
organizations to faculty awards for
excellence in teaching, research and
public service to alumni recordkeeping.
To reach the campaign target of
$6 million in unrestricted Loyalty
Fund contributions, gifts totaling
about $800,000 are needed by June
30.
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Cyclists being ignored by city, state
by Jeff Sheggrud
staff writer
The new bicycle lane on Highway 93 is a
hazard to bikers and cars alike because of
mistakes made by the State Highway Department during the widening of the highway.
This gives bikers even another reason to
be careful to protect themselves and obey
laws while pedaling around Clemson, according to Greg Powell, Chairman of the City
of Clemson Bikeway Committee.
To get Taylor to inform the appropriate
people at the State Highway Department of
the problem, the Committee included in a
memo to City Engineer Frank Taylor that
"the bike lanes which have been painted
along the edges of the newly widened SC 93
do not meet the federal guidelines as published by the American Association of State
Highway and Transportation."
The lanes should be a minimum of four
feet measured from the sewer drain on one
side to the outside of the four inch white line
separating traffic from bikes on the other
side. However, the measurement was mistakenly made from the curb to the inside of
the line. This leaves only about two feet for
the bike lane, according to Powell.
Signs marking the beginning and end of
the bike lane were also supposed to be posted.
Luther Fant, assistant director of traffic engineering for the State Department of Highways, promised maintenance forces would
install these signs in a Sept. 3, 1991 memo to
Taylor and the Bikeway Committee. However, the signs were never posted.
Powell feels "Federal and State inspectors

Student Body
elections
March 3

South Carolina
primaries
March 7

should have caught" these mistake. He went
on to say this lack of respect for the problem
is "symbolic of the Highway Department's
attitude about bikeways in the state."
The Bikeway Committee made their request for improvements to the city which sent
a request to the State Department over two
months ago. The Committee has yet to receive a reply from the State Department, and
the construction crews have left town.
The committee has been working with the
university and the city for over ten years to
get proper bike systems in and around the
university. A master plan has been designed
by the school which makes recommendations for creating a bike system for the entire
campus in an effort to "minimize conflicts
among bicyclists, pedestrians and motorists."

In the city of Clemson bike operators are
expected to obey all traffic codes that apply
to cars. It is illegal for bikers to ride on the
sidewalk, and offenders could face a date in
court, according to Capt. Greg Masceri of the
Clemson Police Department.
The Bikeway also stresses the importance
of bikers obeying the law. Many bikers overlook important laws designed to keep them
safe, such as not using reflectors or lights and
not having a bell on the bike to give warnings.
Violations of the laws technically are misdemeanors in the state of South Carolina.
According to Masceri, one of the most
important things is for bikes to have reflectors, and this is especially true at night when
it is hard for people to see bikes.

In conjunction with their fifteenth anniversary the members of the Lambda Theta
Chapter of the Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority,
Inc. recently sponsored a very entertaining

talent show/competition held inTillman Auditorium.
The grand prize winners were members of
the group called Distinction, with their rendition of "Stay" by r&b group Jodeci. Randy
Coleman, Jemmott Duncan, Tiko Thurman,
and Craig Smith were the recipients of a

Some call him a great teacher
... a prophet
... a martyr
... God.
What will you call him?

See this movie
and decide.

r.

AKA sorority talent competition a success
by Michelle Sims
staff writer

VOTE!

trophy and a $ 100 check. The winner of the'
second place $50 award was Tina Collins,
who performed "Waltz in A-Minor" by
Schubert on the piano.
The Mistress of Ceremonies was Monica
Johnson, a Clemson graduate currently employed at NCR in Liberty.
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Tillman
Auditorium
7:30 PM
Monday, Feb. 24

Live it.
Breathe it
Do it.
Attend CiL-AiSiSi (Clemson's Leadership Awareness Seminars for Students)

Tuesday, February 25
Rich Heller will speak on DIVERSITY

Wednesday- February 26
Liz Fisher will speak on RECRUITING RESPONSIBLE MEMBERS

Thursday. February 27
Marcia Williams will speak on DEALING WITH DIFFICULT PEOPLE
* Be Sure ot Register for the Seminars in the Office of Student Development. *
" All seminars to be held at 7:00 p.m. in the Student Development Seminar Room
(Holtzendorff Lobby)
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Students foil crimes in
community

Student Senate'
Elections

Clemson University students are starting to show that
they care about the community around them, and this is
a great sign of how not everything that happens at
Clemson is bad.
At least two students have foiled crimes. One ROTC
student stopped a case of auto vandalism, while another
young man foiled an armed robbery at a Hardee's
restaurant. Another student chased after a man who had
just burglarized a home. All three of them risked bodily
harm to do what was right. Now we are not saying that
students have to foil crimes and risk life and limb, but it
is really great to see that students are willing to take up
their civic responsibility as a part of the
community.
These students
Student involvement in the
put something back
community shows great responsiinto the community,
bility and caring on behalf of the
something we
student body.
should all try to do a
little more often.
We, as students, are a part of the Clemson community.
We should be proud of this fact and do our best to help
the community as a whole. These three young men are a
great example for all of us to follow.
They are not the only ones who have helped out the
community, and to everyone who has helped out, thank
you. These events are a great indicator of the effect
students can have on the community. It shows the
citizens of Clemson that we are not just a bunch of selfcentered brats.
Let's keep up the great work around Clemson and to
you three guys, congratulations, you made a difference.

Our Position:

Elections need student
involvement
Well, it is once again time for student body elections.
A time that all students at Clemson eagerly look forward
to. For so many years the candidates have discussed the
same issues and handed the student body the same
group of promises that they cannot keep.
The candidates talk about improving relations between students and faculty, between different organizations and between this group and that group. They also
talk about dealing with the problem of overcrowding
and increasing tuition. Then they bring up the parking
problem and how they will work hard to solve it. This is
all nice rhetoric, but that is all that it is.
They cannot solve these problems. The administration
has to solve these problems, and this will probably
never happen. The candidates should take a different
approach this year, one of action and not words.
They should make the students feel that they can be
involved in all aspects of student government. The
candidates should also be more visible to the student
body, during the campaign as well as during their term
of office. If the candidates can bring out new issues that
really affect the student body as a whole, people will
want to get more involved in the election, and there will
not be the apathetic turnout of years past.
The current student body officials might be doing an
okay job, but most of the university does not know it
because we are left in the dark. Keeping the students
informed and working towards their goals should be at
the top of the agenda for all candidates in this year's
election. Once a month, student government could mail
out a list of things that they have been working on and
ask for student input on these projects. This would show
the students that they can have a say in the way things
work.
It is time for new issues to be discussed and hopefully
this year's candidates will realize this. Good luck to all
of the candidates, and maybe they can make this an
election that the students will really care about voting
in. Even if they don't, at least we can get a free cookie.
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Multiculturalism destroying American unity
By Wesley Locklair
Editorial Editor
Multiculturalism is sweeping
across college campuses at an alarming rate. It is tearing at the ideals
and values that bind the United
States as a nation, yet many people
deny that it even exists.
Multiculturalism should scare
everyone who is involved in the
academy of higher learning. The
PC people who have started this
multicultural trend claim that it
stresses the individuality of the minority groups and sends a message
to the minorities that they can help
shape the culture around them. Has
this message not already been sent
by honored minority leaders such
as Martin Luther King, Jr. and James
Meredith?
The niulticultui" alists are attacking a whole tradition, the tradition
of Western Civilization, which has
undeniably shaped this nation into
what it is today. Claiming that the
traditions and ideals that formed
this nation are the shared thoughts
of a single group of people is ludicrous. The ethnic diversity that this
country is built upon has forged the
United States into a nation of opportunity and equality for all people
regardless of race, gender or ethnic
background. Granted, there are still
problems that we face concerning
prejudices, but they cannot be sol ved
by shattering the bonds of equality
that so many people have worked to
bring about as reality.
The reverse prejudice that
multiculturalism is causing is simply astonishing, and I am not talking about affirmative action and
quotas, I am talking about
blatant, open racism. Florida Atlantic University offers free tuition to
black students regardless of their
need. Minority students at MiamiDade Community College get a full
refund of their tuition if they do not
find a job in their field upon gradu-

ation. UC-Berkley denies AsianAmerican students admission based
solely on their race. Blacks and
hispanics are therefore 20 times
more likely to be admitted than
Asian-American students who have
the same qualifications. Many universities grant black students their
own dorms, student unions and
other special privileges, solely on
the color of their skin. Other universities have centers that segregate people based on their sexual
preferences.
This type of action will never
create equality for anyone. Separate but equal was thrown out many
years ago, and 1 do not think that the
Supreme Court meant for their decision in Brown vs. Board of Education to apply only to
discrimination against blacks.
Equality comes through fair play

commentary
and competition that reaps rewards
based on merit, not on the color of
your skin. Calling minorities
"people of color" and establishing
groups that are solely for the minorities will not erase the injustices
that they face.
Instead of banning free speech
and severing the ties that bind the
college community in a claim for
ethnic pride and equality of ideas,
the left should deal with the problems that face these groups. Catch
phrases do not solve problems. The
liberals should address these grievances with actions, not speech codes
that drastically inhibit freedom on
campuses, robbing people of their
right to free speech and thought.
This is a type of Orwellian
Newspeak where the free-thinkers
are committing Thoughtcrime. This
is only fragmenting the already
struggling college community.
It is really up to students to make
the difference, because it is clear

that university administrators are
too busy catering to the leftists.
University officials, for some odd
reason, very seldom stand up for
what is best for education. They
view education as a business, but
they are in the wrong business if
they cower in the face of political
pressure. The problem of
multiculturalism is not as prevalent
at Clemson as it is at many schools,
but it nonetheless exists in some
organizations on campus and in the
existence of racially biased scholarships.
I am not trying to tell minorities
not to stress their culture and the
things that they consider important,
because as a WASP, I am rapidly
becoming the minority and do not
want to be restricted from learning
about my past. But I am trying to
stress the importance of America as
a nation and the freedoms that we
receive as a result of living here;
freedoms most people only dream
of having. These freedoms are what
allow us to speak as we please and
study our heritage, yet these are the
very freedoms that the left wants to
destroy
through
this
multiculturalistic society.
E pluribus unum. From many,
one. This is what America is all
about, and now this is being destroyed. Margaret Thatcher, former
Prime Minister of Great Britain,
once said, "No other nation has so
successfully combined people of
different races and nations within a
single culture." At a time when so
many nations are crumbling from
ethnic diversity and conflict, the
United States should build upon the
traditions that bind our people, traditions of assimilation and integration into the mainstream of a society
that loves differences yet prides itself on a common love of country.
Let us all be proud of our common
heritage - a heritage of freedom and
strength built through diversity and
opportunity.
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Speaking Out

Letters
Equality must be earned
by perseverance, not
through quotas

Witte Cottingham/ office manager

QUESTION:

Can you name one of your Student Senate representatives';

To the editor:
"I have a dream that my four little children will one day live in a
nation where they will not be judged by the color of their skin but by
the content of their character."
This obviously comes from the "I have a dream" speech of the wellknown Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. If read more than once, this
statement may perhaps get its meaning across to those who believe
affirmative action is constitutionally fair. Does affirmative action not
allow minorities more rights because of the color of their skin than by
the "content of their character?" If they continue to follow in the
preachings of this man, Dr. King, maybe it's time they stopped and
thought about how he would have reacted to this. He preached for
equality for everyone but affirmative action does not define equality.
Would Dr. King have wanted his children to get a job because they are
black? If so, then I can call him a hypocrite.
No, I'm not a racist. I, myself, could be considered a minority. I am
a female and before the 1900's we didn't have the right to vote and
were treated unfairly by the constitutional definition of "all men are
created equal." But to allow me to get a job because of this sex is
totally unfair to my talents and especially to the ones who are more
qualified. If a black female is more qualified than I, then I believe she
should obtain the job. This isn't racism. How far are Americans going
to go in making up for their ancestors who used the blacks for slavery?
Yes, slavery was unfair and very cniel, but our generation is getting
blamed for this treatment and are treated unfairly because of this.
Before anyone responds to this, calling me a racist, it would be wise to
re-read Dr. King's plea that everyone be treated as equal and for no
one to have more rights because of the "color of their skin."
Carey Thompson

American workforce
losing pride in
performance
To the editor:
My first reaction to the comments made by the Japanese president
on American workers being lazy was one of anger. How dare he?, I
thought. But yesterday I saw something on campus which justified his
words and reminded me of my own working experiences.
I worked at a state job two summers ago with a total of 11 men and
two women. 1 would say that at most, four of the men really cared
about their jobs and tried their best. Four more were somewhat
concerned and gave a reasonable effort. The other three were more
concerned with devising ways to evade our boss on unauthorized
breaks. One of the 11 men was illiterate. Both women were good
workers, harder workers than most of the men. This is really no shock
as women usually have to work twice as hard as men to get the same
pay. Several of the workers would "borrow" various state-owned
items and conveniently forget to return them. I would say that this is
unfortunately an accurate cross-section of blue collar workers.
As I spoke with my father last week, he gave me the other side of
the story; he told me that it is management's job to make work more
interesting for their employees. Managers know they have to produce
results or they will be fired. The workers under them have never been
given a real incentive to do their best because the manager is in charge
and therefore takes the credit and/or the blame. The time is now to
stop dodging the responsibility that we all must bear to get this
country back on its feet again.
Yesterday as I sat in my circuits lab waiting for the instructor to
arrive, I looked out the window to see three men on a scaffold. They
were putting the last layer of bricks on an approximately 18 foot long
section of the new canteen located between Riggs and Freeman. They
had approximately 15 bricks to place to finish the section. One man
was breaking the bricks in half to be used on the wall, as the last layer
was only fascia, not structural. During the course of my two hour lab,
I noticed they weren't moving very quickly. I would have to guess
that the man breaking the bricks went through 50 or 60 bricks to come
up with 15 bricks which he deemed usable. What a complete waste!
This process was not only a waste of bricks but of time, which is
money. We need not wonder why building construction so often has
cost overruns.
As I was leaving my lab, I noticed the three men were having a
little competition. They were trying to see who could land the most
broken bricks in a large mud puddle some 20 feet awav from then
scaffold. What a constructive exercise. This problem of laziness
cannot solely be blamed on the blue collar worker. Where was then
supervisor when these guys were turning a 15 minute job into a two
hour long fiasco?
It's high time we stop shrugging off or denying the comments
made by the Japanese and start to affect changes in our thinking and
working habits so they will honestly be false. It's also time for those
people who don't give a damn about their work to find a greater
motivation than their next coffee break. If not for yourself, do it lor
your country and its future.

Yes, I can.(Tom Grcssette)

Steven Cox
senior

Karin Mclntosh
freshman

No,
Tonya Degear
Freshman

A picture's really worth 1000 words
My photographic background
started in high school. I began as a
staff photographerfor my yearbook
in 11th grade and look how far its
gotten me. I am now responsible
for all the photographs in a college
newspaper.
The job description for head
photographer in the constitution of
The Tiger reads: "The head photographer is responsible for filling
all photo requests given by the section editors". This does not mean
that I have to go and take all the
pictures for The Tiger but I am
responsibleforsupplyingallofthem
to the section editors. I enjoy this
challenge because it exposes me to
many of the most interesting events
that effect CU. I have a responsibility to go to all these events and I
enjoy it.
Some of the things that I have
covered for The Tiger include: the
press conference to announce The
Rolling Stones; The B-52's; Clemson losing to UVa in football; the
Atlanta Hawks vs. the LA Lakers in
Irvin "Magic" Johnson's last sea-,
son; Hurricane Hugo damage; bowl
games; Buddy Guy; and David
Duke. I also get to travel to all the
away football and basketball games.
Both The Tiger and I benefit
from all of my excursions. The
Tiger gets quality photographs and
I get to add to my portfolio, travel

ter I have one assistant and he could
not be any more helpful. The twoof
us spend quite a lot of time together
both shooting and in the darkroom.
I Ie is in training for Head Photographer and will do a good job when
the time comes for him to take over.
How much film do we really use
in a year? This school year we
bought a mile and a quarter worth
of various kinds of film. That's
right, miles, all of which we develop ourselves. It takes a lot of
time and commitment but it sure is
worth it.
Taking photographs is easy. 1
welcome
anyone to come up to my
What a greai life you say? Well,
office
and
work for me. 1 always
I do have quite a few responsibilihave work for people to do. espeties that go along with all the fun. 1
cially if you have darkroom experiam required to turn in a budget at
ence. I will gladly use any
the beginning of the year and I have
photographer who comes by and
to make my equipment and supshows interest.
plies purchases then. 1 am also
If you know of an event on camresponsible for all the cameras,
pus
that would effect the masses
lenses, film and supplies that 1 issue
and
should be in The Tiger let us
to people. I have to be careful
know about it. If we do not have
driving our university car (and acroom for a story, we could always
cept the pile of paperwork that
run a "feature photo" about it. We
comes with wrecking it). Not to
can't be a student newspaper withmention the fact that my job is to fill
out input from the student body!
all the photo requests submitted by
By the way. where were you this
each editor.
morning
at 6:30? I was in Fasley
Wednesday night is our deadtaking photos of presidential candiline for Friday's paper. All the
date Pat Buchanan. My work is
developing and printing of all the
never finished but 1 enjoy the chalfilm shot in the last week must be
lenge.
finished and turned in. This semes-

and improve my photographic
skills. I own a lot of my own
equipment but The Tiger supplies
me with quality equipment, film, a
good darkroom and a competent
photo staf

Viewpoints

Gary Marshall

see Letters, page 6
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Pro-life
commentary
incites proabortion
defense
To the editor:
Last week's commentary in
The Tiger was so misleading
about abortion that I am compelled to respond. For this to
have come from your Editorial
Editor is especially disturbing.
In the same paragraph he
describes a media report of a latetrimester abortion, and then slams
the media as being "loaded with
pro-abortion feminists" that hide
the facts. Am 1 missing something'.'
Could it be that if a reporter or
columnist fails to report a narrow
religious view that opposes
abortion then he or she becomes a
pro-abortion feminist? It's
actually an old trick to shift the
reader to one side by claiming his
or her information is biased
towards the other. Clemson
students are more intelligent than
to fall for that.

The article states that abortion
is legal at any time during a
pregnancy. This tells half the
story. In South Carolina, third
trimester abortions have never
been legal unless the woman's life
or health is in danger. Two
independent physicians must attest
to the health risk to the woman.
Had the facts been checked, South
Carolina DHEC would have told
Mr. Locklair that through 1989
only about..6% of all abortions in
the state are performed after the
first trimester. Given the fact that
most tests for fetal abnormality are
not reliable until late in pregnancy,
that .6% is largely or entirely due
to deformed fetuses. Coincidentally, the article and most "prolife" information always lead off
with depictions of late trimester
abortions! Wonder why? I think
Clemson students are more
intelligent than to fall for that.
It is implied that if a woman has
more than one abortion then she
must be using abortion as her sole
method of birth control. Many
women are unable to use the Pill as
a contraceptive. Failure rates of
the alternatives range from 14%
for condoms to 25% for
spermicides. It is not at all
unlikely that a women depending
on a less reliable form of contraceptive will find herself pregnant
more than once when she is not
prepared to cany the fetus to term.

Mr. Locklair stales that this shows
"the lack of responsibility on behalf
of the woman." As is often the case
with "pro-life" men, he conveniently ignores his own gender's
responsibility.
In an interesting twist on the
issue of information censorship the
article states that "pro-abortionists"
(a misnomer) "want to keep people
in a peipetual state of ignorance."
Does Mr. Locklair really think
people are unaware of the alternatives'? Had he thought about it even
a little bit he would have realized
that the only option that can NOT
be discussed in a clinic that receives
Federal funds, thanks to the GagRule, is abortion. Now who wants
to maintain ignorance? I think
Clemson students are more
intelligent than to fall for that.
The. article states a supposed
"fact" that the "primary method of
disposal" of fetal tissue is the
dumpster. This outrageous
statement has no basis in fact. A
journalist, even one of those held in
such disregard by this Editorial
Editor, would have checked the
facts from an unbiased source
before publishing such an inaccurate statement. A simple call to any
clinic, DHEC or an OB-GYN
would have informed him of the
truth.
Today, the Beasley Bill that
would have outlawed all abortions
in South Carolina, was resound-

« MM '92

ingly defeated. I guess people
really are more intelligent than to
fall for distortions and half-truth.
Richard Fuller
To the editor:
Debate about abortion is in the
most heated state at the thought of
Roe vs Wade being overturned. 1
was thoroughly dismayed by
Wesley Locklair's opinion in last
week's Tiger.
Abortion has been played out
to be a clear cut situation - either
the woman has a right to choose
or the fetus has a right to life. The
problem with this analysis is that
the issue is not clearly "prochoice" or "pro-life" when
emotions become involved, and
abortion is an emotional issue.
Mr. Locklair's article is a perfect
example - he cites many statistics
which play on the emotions of the
reader; but, what exactly has been
resolved?
Mr. Locklair is right - abortion
is not a pretty issue and both
proponents and opponents
verbalize this. Emotion cannot be
separated from an issue so
involved with it, but instead of
playing on this emotion and
arguing right and wrong, how
about considering some solutions?

REEK

One solution offered by
supporters of abortion has been
stronger restrictions like Utah's
abortion only in the case of rape
or incest.(Both already extremely
difficult to prove without considering pregnancy.) I have yet to
see, even on pro-life statistics, the
reduction in the number of
abortions due to restrictions like
this. Another solution has been to
harass doctors or clinics who
perform abortions - this has been
equally ineffective.
An issue that continually arises
is that of more responsive
contraceptive use, but sex
education hr.s increased minimally, and the information given
just "scratches the surface." The
fear that sex education encourages
promiscuity is due to ignorance,
not fact. Young adults are already
engaging in intercourse before
being given any form of sex
education; therefore this cannot be
the deciding factor.
Abortion is not an easy issue
or as clear cut as some would like
you to believe; therefore it is
difficult to propose any clear cut
solutions. I offer one, the only one
I believe to be acceptable:
abortion without restrictions.
Those answers offered by pro-life
advocates have simply not
worked. It is time to realize that

see LETTERS, page 7
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restricting abortion or eliminating
it from law and ignoring the issue
will not make it go away. The
option for thousands of women
who would love to ignore it is not
there. Take away all other options
and the result is what pro-life
advocates are trying to avoid death.
Tricia Hernandez

To the editor:
I generally don't make a
habit of speaking for others, but
I'm confident that I can in this
situation. I just want to inform the
world that Wesley Locklair, Helen

Gosnell and Jill Patterson are
going to adopt several mixed-race,
AIDS-infested, crack-addicted
babies.
How can 1 be so sure? Well, in
last week's Tiger, the aforementioned people voiced their support
for anti-choice abortion legislation.
Clearly it would be immoral and
inhumane to legislate that unwanted children be born into a life
of physical and emotional misery
without loving care. Certainly, last
week's editorialists wouldn't
dream of shirking such a high
moral responsibility.
So, considering Locklair,
Gosnell and Patterson's moral
position on abortion, I do feel
confident that I can speak for their
parenting[sic] plans. In fact, 1
think I can go one step further.
Those individuals will not merely
provide loving homes for children
who are destined for a life of

The Tiger Letter Policy

suffering; they will steadfastly
refuse to have children of their
own. They will recognize that
having their own children would be
incredibly selfish, given the number
of unwanted children forced into
the world by anti-choice legislation.
I applaud such a humanitarian
commitment. In fact, why don't we
make it a law that no middle or
upper class, well adjusted people
can have children of their own until
all the socially, economically,
emotionally and physically
disadvantaged children are placed
in good homes? This law would
make such adoption absolutely
mandatory. There would be no
exceptions.
Do I hear cries of "foul"?
"Unfair"? Well, what do you
want? A choice in the matter?
Dan Albergotti, III
Instructor of English

All letters to the editor must be no longer
than two pages, typed double-space, and
must include the author's correct name and
ID number, address, and a phone number by
which the author's identity can be verified.
The Tiger welcomes letters to the editor. We
do, however, reserve the right to edit letters
before they are published on the editorial
pages. We also reserve the right to reject any
letters that we find inappropriate for publication.
Mail all letters to The Tiger c/o Editorial
Editor, P.O. Box 2097, or bring them by the
offices at Suite 906 of the University Union.
Letters must be typed and received no later
than 1 p.m. on the Wednesday prior to that
Friday's issue.
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Enthusiastic Buchanan supporters
Speaker predicts gloomy swayed early poll predictions
'world of tomorrow1

Citing population and environmental abuse

by Verne Gay
(c) 1992, Newsday

by Macky Hall
staff-writer
The year is 2025. You live in a
city wrought with pollution, hunger and poverty. You live in a world
that does not have enough food to
feed the masses, is raped of its natural resources and is filthy. Chaos.
This is the world that Dr. Will iam
Gordon, fellow of the National
Academy of Sciences and the National Academy of Engineers, foresees.
"The more people there are the
more intense the problem," said
Gordon to a crowd of about 200
Tuesday at the Strom Thurmond
Institute. The problem, he said, is
pollution and hunger.

pected to grow from a present day
3.5 billion to over 5 billion in 2025.
The best solution to the problem, he said, is education.
"Most people interviewed, when
asked if they had a choice on whether
they wanted a large family said
they didn't." he said, "They simply
have nothing to do. If you give them
something useful to do they will do
it. these people need education and
a chance to work."
He continued by saying that the
average annual income of people in
developng countries is less than
$500 per year. In developing countries such as the U.S., the average
annual income is over $10,000 per
year.
Another alternative is the pro-

While the blame for overpopulation
rests on developing countries, the rampant abuse of natural resources is the
fault of developed countries.
Gordon cited a study on the population by the United Nations which
projected that the population would
outgrow our present day count of
5.3 billion people to over 8 billion
in 2025.
He called the estimate conservative saying that some estimates go
as high as 12 billion.
■ Developing countries of Southern Africa and Eastern Asia, he
said, are the main causes of the
population boom. In these countries the average number of children per family is 3.9; the average
in countries with near stable populations is 2.1.
"40,000 children every day die
of starvation and sicknesses arising
from starvation in South Africa."
he said, "Already they do not have
the necessary food and water to
sustain their population. Yet their
population is expected to grow from
3/4 billion today to 1.5 billion in
2025." Asia's population is ex-

motion of contraception, which has
helped reduce the average family
size in developing countries from
6.1 in 1990 to 3.9 in 1990. This
method, he says, will not erase the
problem, "There are still people
with nothing to do."
While the blame for overpopulation rests on developing countries, the rampant abuse of natural
resources is the fault of developed
countries.
"The culprits for the wasting of
resources are affluent populations,
the upscale end," Gordon said, "We
use things like natural gas, plastics
and aluminum and throw them
away. We have to stop using the
energy to produce things that we
throw away. We are the big consumers.
"We are all part of the problem.
You and I are as guilty as everyone
else. We all have to do something
about it."
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Enthusiastic supporters of
Patrick Buchanan - more eager to
say how they voted than Bush
supporters - may have tilted the
results of exit polls reported by
the major television networks on
Tuesday night.
ABC, CBS, NBC and CNN
each reported on Tuesday just after 7 p.m. EST - the time they had
jointly agreed upon to announce
poll results - that the race between
President Bush and Buchanan was
surprisingly close.
Between 8 and 9 p.m., the network exit polls were reported to
be showing that Bush would get
53 percent of the vote and
Buchanan 44 percent. In the end,
Bush garnered 53 percent and
Buchanan got 37 percent.

The likely reason for the: polling
problem, some network sources
said, is that people who voted for
Buchanan were eager to report that
fact to pollsters stationed at some
60 precincts, while many who voted
for Bush declined to be interviewed.
As a result, the sample made it
appear that there were more
Buchanan supporters than there really were.
"Exit poll data early on indicated that Buchanan was in a position to get closer to 45 (percent of
the vote) than 40," says Bill
Wheatley, executive producer in
charge of political coverage for
NBC News. Over the course of the
evening, he said, adjustment in the
data showed an increasing margin
of victory for Bush.
"I've asked (the network polling
service) for an interpretation as to
why the margin grew for Bush."

"The projections
proiecl
early ... did
overstate to some degree
Buchanan's ultimate performance," said Tom Hannon,
CNN's political director, adding
that his network also is seeking
explanations.
Each of the four networks received its exit poll data from Voter
Research & Surveys. VRS was
created by the networks two years
ago to handle the bulk of their
political polling activities.
Warren Mitofsky, executive
director of VRS, said he is working to make sure the polling problem doesn't recur.
"I can only speculate as to why
it happened," he says, "but the
Buchanan voters were much more
committed to telling the world
how they felt, while the Bush voters wanted to keep what they were
doing a secret."
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All Your Favorite Name-Brand Athletic Shoes!
Absolutely The Most Incredible Footwear
Deals For Every Member Of The Family!
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Briefly....

FOR SALE OR RENT

compiled from News Service briefs

TJN1VEBSITY

Lennon elected to commission
Max Lennon has been elected to represent South Carolina on the
Southern Association of Colleges and School's commission on
Colleges' Class of 1994 executive council.
Lennon will help determine commission policy, review and
make accreditation decisions. He will also serve as state chair of the
SACS commissioners within South Carolina.

Clemson
University

Student Condominiums

Daugherty to visit campus
Republican presidential candidate Paul C. Daugherty of Aiken
will speak at the Strom Thurmond Institute Tuesday, Feb. 25 at 1:30
p.m.
Daugherty will be questioned by a panel of students, alumni
economics professor Holley Ulbrich and associate professor of
political science Lois Lovelace.

Forestry dean honored
Benton Box, dean of the College of Forest and Recreation
Resources,has been named the South Carolina Forestry Association's
1992 chairman of the board.
Box has been at Clemson since 1978 and is an active member in
the National Association of Professional Forestry School and Colleges and the Forest Farmer Association.

FLOOR PLAN

Study abroad program offered
A study abroad program to Egypt and Israel is being offered by the
department of philosophy and religion May 21-June 14. Students
will explore Biblically important archaeology sites and meet Egyptian and Israeli scholars. They will also view the Dead Sea Scrolls.
The trip is open to both students and non-students. Students can
earn up to six hours of credit. Contact the philosophy and religion
department.

4 Private Bedrooms • 4 Parking Spaces
2 Full Baths
• Utility Room
Private Balcony
• Large Closets
STANDARD FEATURES
Dishwasher
• Refrigerator w/lcemaker
Continuous Clean
• Mini-Blinds
Oven & Range
* Pre-wired for Cable & Phones
OPTIONAL FEATURES
• Washer & Dryer
Microwave

Kreml coming Wednesday
Democratic presidential hopeful William Kreml of the University of South Carolina will speak at the Strom Thurmond Institute
Wed., Feb. 26 at 10:00a.m.
A political science professor, Kreml will address panel questions
as well as those from the audience. Harry Durham, associate vice
president for university relations, will moderate.

Panel to discuss omputer use in
classroom
University English instructor Chris Benson will serve on a panel
discussing computer use in writing classrooms at the 1992 Conference on College Composition and Communication in Cincinnati
March 19-21.

CONVENIENT
TO CAMPUS

Sullivan Award nominations
being taken
Applications are now being taken for the 1992 Algernon Sydney
Sullivan Award, traditionally given in recognition of "influence for
good, excellence in maintaining high ideal of living and genuine and
disinterested service to others."
Three awards are given, one to a male applicant, one toa female
applicant and another to a non-student, though non-students should
have an interest in or association with the university. Contact Stephen
Wainscott at 656-4762 for more information.
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Tsongas, Clinton still faces challenges DAYLIGHT
by Robert Shogan
(c) 1992, Los Angeles Times
WASHINGTON - Can New Hampshire primary winner Paul Tsongas demonstrate that his appeal is not just
regional but national? Can runner-up
Bill Clinton use the moral victory he
claimed in New Hampshire to generate
momentum in the next round of delegate contests'.'
The answers to those questions are
the key to the rest of the struggle for the
'92 Democratic nomination.
The clearest message from
Tuesday's vote in the Granite State was
that, while Tsongas' and Clinton's focus on economic regeneration appeals
to recession-weary residents, both still
need to prove themselves to voters and
to party leaders skeptical about their
chances of winning in November. As
part of that process, both campaigns
Wednesday showed signs of sharpening the differences bet ween them, which
have been relatively muled up to now.
At an Atlanta rally forClinton, a key
ally, Georgia Gov. Zell Miller, lashed
out at Tsongas for supporting reductions in inflation adjustments for entitlement programs such as Medicare
and opposing a middle-class tax cut and
for opposing the death penalty except
for convicted drug dealers.
As for Tsongas, talking to reporters
on his campaign plane, and in a speech
to a rally in Baltimore, he noted his
strong support for abortion rights, his
early support for gay rights and his
strong environmental record as points
on which he can be differentiated from
Clinton.
For the time being, at least, Clinton's
escape from a disaster at the polls in
New Hampshire appears to have
muffled talk in Washington about a
new candidate entering the race to head
off a potential loss in November.

"I personally don't expect to see it.
said House Speaker Tom Folcy, DWash., when reporters asked him about
prospects of a new candidate such as
House Majority Leader Richard
Gephardt or Texas Sen. Lloyd Bentsen
entering the race. "The front-runner is
Clinton because he did well so far from
home."
"The action is on hold for a while,"
said Rep. Sam Gejdenson of Connecticut, one of a number of House Democrats who have been trying to persuade
Gephardt to enter the race. "The way
the primary turned out, people want to
give Tsongas and Clinton a chance to
see how tfiey can do."
But taking advantage of that opportunity is a challenge for both Tsongas
and Clinton. The choice of battlegrounds
must be considered carefully, with potential gains weighed against the risk of
an embarrassing defeat and against the
drain on funds and other resources.
"You don't want to get involved in
a state where in order to win you might
have to dump a bundle of money." said
one Clinton strategist who spoke on the
condition that he would not be identified.
"You also don't want lo get caught
in a crossfire in a multicandidale primary where the other candidates are
shooting at you from all sides," said
Paul Begala, a consultant to the Clinton
campaign.
Given those uncertainties, campaign
plans for the two top contenders are still
in a state of flux. But as things stand
now. Tsongas intends to compete in the
South Dakota primary Tuesday. He will

Campaign in Sioux Falls Friday and
return Sunday for a televised candidate
debate.
On March 3, faced with primaries in
three states, Tsongas plans lo make his
big push in Maryland, where his aides
claim to have made significant organizational progress, and lesser efforts in
Colorado and Georgia, which is in
Clinton's home region.
As forClinton, his aides say he is in
better position than Tsongas because of
his bigger treasury.
"One of fundamental rules of presidential campaigning is that the candidate with the most resources can
campaign in the most states," says consultant Begala. "Thai's why Clinton is
the only truly national candidate in the
race."
Nevertheless, Clinton's tentative
plans seem relatively cautious.
Campaign sources say he is considering only a "modest" commitment to
South Dakota and a limited involvement in Maryland, probably targeting
foiiror five of the stale's eight congressional districts.
The main Clinton target on March 3
is expected lo be Georgia, close to home,
where he can count on the active backing of Gov. Miller, who laid into
Tsongas at Wednesday' s noontime rally
in Atlanta.
"The Democratic Parly in 1992 is
no more going to nominate an antideath penalty, anti-middle class politician as our candidate for president than
George and Barbara Bush will be inviting Pal Buchanan over for Sunday supper," Miller said.

DONUTS

Clemson

Feb. Specials
1 dozen Donuts $2.99

(With this ad)
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Clemson University
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The AT&T Calling Card will never go to waste. You can use it to make a call from almost

Comfort Inn
For Reservations,
call I 800-695-5150
or 1-305-294-3773
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anywhere to anywhere. Once you have one. you'll never need to apply for another. It's the least expensive way
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SPECIAL

the long distance calls you make with your card* i 1 Of course when you use your Calling Card, you'll

We can help you with:
•Student/Teachcr/Youth Airfares
• Eurail Passes
issued on the spot!
•Work Abroad'Study Abroad
•International Student/
Youth & Teacher ID
• Youth Hostel Passes
& MUCH MORE!
CALL for your FREE copy of our
1992 Student Travel Catalog!

always be connected to the reliable service you've come to expect from AT&T. □ So, as you see, there's

onlv one way to describe the AT&T Calling Card in today's college environment. Indispensable.

Get an AT&T Calling Card today. Call 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 9728.
Emory Village
1561 Decatur Road, Atlanta
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Thomas votes against affirmative action
by David G. Savage
(c) 1992, Los Angeles Times
WASHINGTON - Supreme
Court Justice Clarence Thomas, in
an opinion written for a 2-1 majority of the U.S. Court of Appeals,
declared unconstitutional Wednesday an affirmative action program
mandated by Congress that gives
women a preference in competing
for new broadcasting licenses.
Thomas said that he was
"unconvinced" that increasing the
number of women owners of radio
and television stations would lead
to more "diversity" of opinion or
programming on the airwaves.
"The government has failed to
show that its sex-preference policy
is substantially related to achieving
diversity on the airwaves," Thomas
said.
The decision marks an unusual
end to an unusual case.
Last September, in the midst of
his confirmation struggle before the
Senate, a legal newspaper reported
that Thomas had drafted an opinion
striking down the affirmative action program devised by the Federal Communications Commission.
If true, it would have marked the
most controversial ruling of Thomas' 20-month tenure on the U.S.
Court of Appeals in Washington.
Thomas declined to comment
on the story at the time, and two
days ago the Supreme Court issued
a brief order that allowed him to
revert for one day to his former
status as a member of the appellate
court. That court then issued Thomas' opinion Wednesday, nearly
13 months after the case had been

argued.
fore a three-judge panel. Its memOn several occasions, Congress bers included Judge Abnei Mikva,
in the 1980s ordered the Reagan a liberal appointed by President
administration and the FCC to pre- Carter; Judge James Buckley, a
serve its policy of giving blacks, conservative appointed by Reagan,
Latinos and women a "plus factor" and Thomas, an appointee of Presiin competing for new broadcast li- dent Bush.
Michael Carvin, a former
censes. In 1986, minorities owned
only 2 percent of the nation's 11,000 Reagan administration lawyer who
radio and TV stations, Justice Wil- represented Lamprecht, applauded
liam J. Brennan said in a June 1990 Wednesday's ruling.
"It is the first time that congresSupreme Court ruling upholding
the FCC s affirmative action policy. sional mandated affirmative acThe Court of Appeals ruling
Wednesday appears to contradict
that Supreme Court decision.
Brennan, writing his last opinion for the Supreme Court, said
then that Congress has the power to
mandate "benign" affirmative action policies. But the 5-4 ruling, in
Metro Broadcasting vs. the FCC,
was sharply criticized by the court's
conservatives.
They said that such a preference
policy violated the rights of white
males to the "equal protection of
the laws."
When the Supreme Court ruling
was announced, Jerome T.
Lamprecht, a 27-year old Baltimore
man, was appealing his failure to
win an FCC license to operate an
FM radio station in Middleton, Md.
The license instead had gone to
Barbara D. Marine:, a 57-year old
woman from Mary land's Frederick
County. FCC officials said Marmet
was given an edge because she was
a local resident and a woman.
Race or sex "can be a plus factor,
but it is not necessarily decisive,"
an FCC attorney said.
But Lamprecht appealed, and his
case was heard Jan. 25, 1991, be-

tion has been struck down as unconstitutional," he said. Liberal
groups, however, sharply criticized Thomas' decision.
The decision is "yet another
grim portent of Justice Thomas'
likely impact on anti-discrimination efforts in America," said Elliot
Mincberg, an attorney for People
For the American Way.
In its story last September, the
Legal Times also quoted sources
as saying that the opinion was

being held up until Thomas won
approval from the Senate. Six
members of the appeals court - all
Republican appointees - issued a
separate statement Wednesday
calling for a "formal investigation" of the leak concerning the
pending case.
Judge Buckley said that the Legal Times story was "too detailed"
- as well as too accurate - to have
been an inadvertent leak.

Heritage Point
Apts.

Now Leasing For May & August
One & Two Bedrooms
Swimming Pool
Tennis Court
Shuttle Service to and from campus

653-7717

Sometimes to do your best work,
i you need is a change of scenery
The new Apple' Macintosh' PowerBook™ computers
give you the freedom to work anywhere you want, any
time you want.
They're small enough to fit in a book bag. Powerful
enough for your toughest class assignments. And they're
affordable, too.
They run virtually all Macintosh software. And can
run for up to three hours on a single battery charge.
They can be expanded to up to 8MB of memory ami
come standard with plenty of hard disk storage.
The Apple SuperDrive'" disk drive reads from and
wiiicS Lu maCifuOSn anO
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allowing vou to exchange information easily with
almost any other kind of computer Add SoftPC ami
vou can run MS-DOS programs, too.
With built-in AppleTulk" Remote Access software
ami a modem, you can use a PowerBook to retrieve
files from your project partner's Macintosh without
leaving the library. Or log on to the library computer
without leaving your room.
There are three models from which to choose:
the PowerBook 100 is the lightest, most affordable
PowerBook, the PowerBook 140 offers higher

performance and a built-in Apple SuperDrive disk drive,
and the PowerBook TO is the highest-performance
PowerBook. All three offer bright, adjustable backlit
screens ami the simplicity of Apple's latest system
software innovation—System ". And their ergonoraic,
all-in-one design makes them comfortable to useno matter where you do your best work.
Sec the PowerBook computers at our place today.
and while vou'a in, be sure to ask us for details about
the Apple Computer Loan.
There's no telling where a PowerBook could
f;ike vi >'ii

UK-MVI

It's the next thing.

If you have questions about this Macintosh product
or any other please contact Clemson Micro Center
in the basement of the P & AS Building or call 656-3714
'I AppleUmi|»«iT. Iik Apple. Mie Apt*-' I»N»- Vl'1'llN
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FORUM, from page one
ofjocks in school trying to be athletes - we are athletes trying to be
students.
"We can help this university as
much as anyone can. We all do.
That's why we feel we should be
treated [accordingly]. If you treat
us special because we're athletes,
we're not saying that's wrong," he
put it bluntly.
Many agreed that the problem is
more social than simply one between students and student-athletes.
Michelle Sims experiences social
differences simply walking across
campus.
"The more of us that get here,"
Sims said, "the more we don't get
along. I know for a fact that there
are some people in here that you
can look dead in the face and say
'Hello,' and not get a word back.
Why does it have to be that way?"
Kennedy-Dixon noted differences between Clemson when she

was a student and the present.
"Back in 1978," she said, "there
were five- or six-hundred of us, and
we were so unified. But the larger
the number gets, it seems we have a
group here, a group there."
Students suggested that more
social events for blacks would help
them overcome social cliques, but
another problem is being informed
of the events which occur, or getting transportation to them. Mailings have a problem reaching
athletes, whose mail is sent to them
in care of Jervey Athletic Center (in
lieu of private post office boxes).
Kennedy-Dixon cited low attendance as another problem.
"It's not just that there's nothing
to do," she added, "it's that you're
not making an effort to get to what's
being provided."
Athletic schedules prevent them
from going to many events they
woulcflike to, as most schedules —

The Wilson Clinic/Hospital
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even in smaller-profile sports —
keep them busy 20 to 25 hours a
week after their classwork is completed.
While no immediate solution
was expected or provided,
Kennedy-Dixon felt positive about
the forum's results.
"We're Hying to come up with
ways where we can be unified," she
said after the forum's conclusion.
"I knew this was certainly one step
to bring it to the attention of the
students, and it was a very positive
step.
"I thought it went good. It was
very positive, a lot of good points
were made, and I think it's a start to
build unity." She spoke also of her
intentions for the function.
"I'm not trying to get people to
change their thoughts or feelings,
just their behavior towards people
in general," Kennedy-Dixon said.
"My main concern was the unification among the black students.
"It may never happen, but it's
been brought to the surface and
we' 11 try to work with it from there."

The Tiger
meets every
Sunday night
at 8 p.m. in
Room 90Bof
the University
Union. Be
there!

is proud to announce

STUDENT ALUMNI COUNCIL

INPATIENT TREATMENT

Congratulates its New Members

for

JAYNE CATHCART
TRIPP COBB
MIKE DOWUNG
TREY DUBOSE
JON DUBRO
KELLY ELLIOT
KATE EVANS
BEVERLY GARRETT
CHRIS GOODIER
SUSAN HASELTINE
MIKE NARDOZZI
NATE MANNING
SHAUN PLYMALE
DAVID POE
BRETT TURNER

EATING DISORDERS
Is Now Available
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Treatment for Bulimia, Anorexia, & Compulsive Overeating
Affordable Treatment
Individualized Treatment
Intimate, Caring Environment
Family Program
18 Months Follow-up
Free Evaluation / Consultation
For Further Information Write or Call:

Wilson Clinic/Hospital Addiction Center
P.O. Box 510
Darlington, South Carolina 29532
(803) 395-1100

BECOME A PART OF

CLEMSON CONCERTS
HELP US BRING CONCERTS
TO YOUR CAMPUS
JOIN US FOR THE RETURN OF CONCERTS
TO LITTLE JOHN COLISEUM
HOSPITALITY
SECURITY

STAGE CREW
MERCHANDISE

PUBLICITY
ARTIST

APPLICATIONS AND JOB DESCRIPTIONS
AVAILABLE FEBRUARY 24 - MARCH 6
8:30 - 4:30 M-F
IN THE UNION ACTIVITIES OFFICE
(BESIDE THE INFO DESK IN THE LOGGIA)

No Prior Concert Experience Necessary
Clemson University - Central Dance and Concert Committee (CDCC)

The Tiger's weekly entertainment guide
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by Michael C. King
assistant time-out editor
Romeo and Juliet kicked off two
weeks of love and tragedy with
fantastic rendition of Shakespeare's
classic work, including great fight
scenes, designed by Steven Anderson, wonderful dance scenes, choreographed by Director Wendy
Overly, and lusty, yet romantic, love
scenes, well acted by Emmanuel
Skordalakes and Anne McKenzie
in the title roles.
Romeo and Juliet, which opened
Tuesday in Daniel Auditorium, is a
play filled with sexual innuendo
from the beginning. As Anderson
says, "Romeo is really horny." The
fact of the matter is, almost every
male in the play is, so it is a running
gagSeveral fight scenes in the play
contain much.of the excitement.
Early on, there is a fight in the
streets of Verona between Tybalt,
played by fight choreographer
Anderson, and Benvolio, played by
Thorn Seymour, along with several
of their men. No one dies here as the

fight is halted by the Prince of
Verona, a role filled in at the last
minute by technical director Randy
K. Smith. The role had to be filled
because the former Prince neglected
rehearsal. At the time I viewed the
play, Smith had one day to learn his
role; nevertheless, he had a good
stage presence.
In the next scene, Juliet's father
Lord Capulet, played by Tom Johnson, announces an engagement
party for his daughter and Count
Paris. Romeo, of the hated
Montague family, and his friends
learn of this party and even though
they will not be welcome, decide to
attend anyway since it is a masquerade ball.
On the way to the ball, we are
introduced to Romeo's friend
Mercutio. Played with vim and vigor
by Chris Stezin, Mercutio delivers
a spirited monologue describing
Romeo's lusty dream. Stezin's portrayal of Mercutio is very active,
bouncing about the stage, being very
physical with the other actors. His
performance steals the scene from
the other actors, including Romeo,

Steve Anderson(l) as Tybalt and Chris Stezin (r) as Mercutio perform one of the
many fight scenes in Romeo and Juliet, directed by Wendy Overly.
and would probably assure him of a
Tony nomination, had this been
Broadway and not Daniel.
The banquet scene is quite attractive, with its inclusion of a
couple of fantastically choreographed (by Overly) dances, and a
beautiful original song written and
performed by Jennifer Goree.
Romeo meets Juliet and they fall in
love at this banquet. Tybalt notices
and this creates a tremendous de-

The Weasel fills
Tillman Auditorium
by Amy Henderson
Time-out editor
What can you say about a man
who refers to himself as "the Weasel" and wears purple bellbottoms
and a tie-dyed t-shirt?
When Pauly Shore made it to
Clemson University this past
Wednesday night, there was no small
crowd waiting for him in Tillman
Auditorium. In addition, the capacity crowd contained several people
who looked and dressed similarly to
Pauly.
The first half of the comedy routine must have been the censored
version, because the second half
would have made Max Lennon's eyes
pop out.
Pauly started out slow by explaining to the crowd that he had once
been a normal "loser" student trying
to pass his Spanish class. He said he
was one of those kids in school you
think are strange, and he said his first
girlfriend had long pigtails like Pippy _
Longstocking and accused him of lyjTV 's Pauly Shore
smoking marijuana.
dude/ stoner/ pizza-delivery-boy words to
He spoke on everyone from Wilson
describe most everything, including goodPhillips and Nelson to Downtown Julie
looking women, sex and bodily functions.
Brown and his own mother, the porn-film
He also has a way of stating, very bluntly,
watcher. When he got around to the subject
anything that pops into his mind, no matter
of sex, the Weasel left little to the imaginahow preverted or insane. Of course, he did
tion. He became quite explicit in his discusdo sometimeon the road with Sam Kineson.
sion of safe sex, condoms, 1-900 numbers
Maybe Pauly Shore was not the most
and Playboy magazines. The crowd, being
eloquent
speaker Clemson University has
typical college students, loved every minute
ever presented, but if crowd size means
of it.
anything, a young, well-known comedian
Much of Pauly's charm was in his Ian
like Pauly was long overdue.
guagc. He has developed his own surfer
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sire for vengeance, which will manifest itself later on in the play.
In the "balcony scene" where
Romeo vows his love for and proposes to Juliet, Romeo's lust reveals its strength, yet the love is
truly the most visually stunning
aspect of this scene. The famous
lines, the undaunted passion and
the romantic touches are all there.
A few scenes later,' a couple of
the most intense staged fights oc-

cur, between Mercutio and the fiery
Tybalt and then between Tybalt and
Romeo. The latter is the only one of
the three to survive. Mercutio goes
out with a bang, however. Stezin
displays an animated approach to
this fight, playing with Tybalt much
like Sugar Ray Leonard did with
Marvelous Marvin Haglera couple
of years ago. These two fights,

see ROMEO, page 17

Wayne's World nominated
for an Oscar...NOT!
by Chris Moore
staff writer
Mike Meyers and Dana Carvey, the comedic actors who play those hurl-happy
metal heads, Wayne Campbell and Garth
Algar, on the Saturday Night Live skit called
Wavnc's World, finally get to take their
characters from the small screen to the big
screen with the creation of a full-length
feature film based on the popular Saturday
Night Live sketch.
The film, also called Wayne's World,
centers around the evil doings of Benjamin
Oliver (Rob Lowe), a money-hungry TV
executive who wants to move Wayne and
Garth's late night cable-access show from
their basement in Aurora, 111. to a primetime spot on a major network in Chicago.
When Wayne and Garth start to develop
misgivings for the commercialislic direction their show seems to be headed, they
spend the rest of the movie trying to deal
with their immediate success, while trying
not to give into the commercial interests ol
the people who now seem to be in control ol
the show.
Wayne's World is an entertaining, funfilled frolic through the pop-culture archives
of today and yesteryear. From television
shows to current movies to classic commercials, this film serves up recognizable references to popular icons of our past and present
that have shaped or molded our conscious in
one way or another. Wayne's World is an
exaggerated but worthwhile portrait of how
much the conventions of television and film
have influenced our thoughts, feelings and
language to the point of making us become
like these varied forms of entertainment.
Wayne and Garth's humor comes across

u^iwiiiEiffipjM

well, because viewers are able to identify
with the many popular elements the characters incorporate into their daily lives.
Another inteiestingobservation about this
film is the male-dominated world that is
aptly entitled Wayne's World. This is further
enhanced by the presentation of female characters in the movie as either scatteibrains or
sexual objects. Because much of Wayne and
Garth's humor stems from their male thoughts
and feelings, the film becomes more of a trip
through (he duo's minds, than a trip through
their lives. Because the film iias such a
narrative format, you feel like the omnipotent observer who Wayne and Garth confide
in every once in awhile.
Wa\nc 's World is a movie that celebrates
the pop-cultural aspect that is part of
everyone's life. Although it was directed In
Penelope Spheeris, the woman who made
the heavy-metal documentary The Decline
of the Western Civilization II. Spheeris does
agood job of handling the camera work that
was needed to film many of the more comedie scenes of the movie. Tia Carrere. who
plays Way tie's guitar-play ingdreamdatc. Ill Is
out the job description perfectly in both the
acting and looks department, but the supposed rock-and-roll tunes that her band plays
during many portions of the movie actually
make Tiffany and Debbie Gibson sound
good. The film redeems itself with cameos
by Alice Cooper. Donna Dixon, Ed O'Neil
and Meat Loaf, but no one could overpower
the charismatic.roles of Wayne and Garth,
who are the real guys behind this film's huge
comedic license. Maybe, with the success of
the Saturday Night Live project. Producer
Lome Michaels will think about doing a
movie version of Toonces the Driving Cat.
Yeah, right! When cats fly.
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Medicine Man needs to try its own cure
growing attraction of the two scientists.
Campbell is at first very reluctant about working with a female, but his and Crane's relationship gradually gets friendlier and
friendlier. With this last twist in the plot, the
movie seems to have covered all the cinematic bases.
Director John McTieran has a stellar reputation as a maker of action/adventure films.
His resume includes Predator 2, Die Hard
and The Hunt for Red October.

movie review

Sean Connery and Lorraine Bracco star in Medicine Man.
by Tommy Jenkins
staff writer
The movie Medicine Man is a film that
tries to be many things at once. Part adventure, part budding love story and part social
awareness, the film tries to accommodate
itself to almost every taste. Unfortunately,
this diversity only serves to spread the plot
extremely thin, and causes the movie to become very tiresome.
Medicine Man stars Sean Connery as Dr.
Robert Campbell, a research scientist working in the Amazon rain forest. Campbell has
requested for an assistant to help in his research, and the film opens with Dr. Rae
Crane (Lorraine Bracco) arriving in the forest to fulfill that role.
What Campbell has been working on is a

cure for cancer. He appears to have found a
formula that works, but after using it successfully, he has been unable to duplicate it.
This is the adventure part of the movie, as
the two scientists try to duplicate Campbell's
original formula. The tension of their work is
heightened by the fact that the forest is being
destroyed around them to build a road, and
the scientists only have a limited amount of
time before their village is destroyed. This is
the socially conscience part of the movie.
The plot does not stop with finding a cure
for cancer, but goes on to include messages
against the destruction of the Amazon rain
forest. The story of the forest seems to be
tacked on to the movie to add depth to the
story, as if finding a cure for cancer weren't
enough.
The plot is further complicated by the

With Medicine Man, McTieran appears
to want to create a movie with more cultural
value than just an ordinary adventure. Medicine Man has the potential to be an interesting search for the cure for cancer, and indeed
the movie does hold interest with that story
line, but it is continually pulled down by all
of the plot twists that arise.
McTieran is not able to give accurate
depth to the destruction of the rain forest.
This aspect of the plot seems to be thrown in
the movie, which makes a serious problem
look shallow.
Muddled by these various distractions,
both Connery and Bracco carry on courageously. They are able to add some depth to
the movie, and have a nice chemistry between them. They are able to add some touches
of comedy to what could be dreary roles.
Medicine Man is not a complete failure.
The setting of the Amazon rain forest is a
beautiful addition to the movie. The forest is
at once visually stunning and hauntingly
ominous, and adds a wonderful backdrop to
the film. Medicine Man has the potential to be
a very entertaining movie. If only the creators
would decide what type of movie it should
be.

Americans need to rethink their stand on condoms
Of course, condom use is stressed to college students. We are the easiest to educate
about it and we are the most likely to have sex
in unmarried relationships. But that does not
mean society should ignore educating everyone else. There are high school drop-outs and
other young people who haven't made it this
far.
Network producers have got to stop looking at condoms as a moral issue between
whether to preach abstinence or whether to
advertise condoms on national television. In
most case's on network t.v., it goes much
further than abstinence preaching. CBS,
NBC and ABC follow some type of extinctsex advertising policy. They almost refuse to
mention the word "sex" and heaven forbid
"condom" during commercial air-time.
What are we Americans so afraid of?
Other nations, including Great Britain, Australia and Japan are loyal to the condom,
while in the U .S. we are virtually afraid to say
the word on national television for fear of
religious groups screaming over moral standards. These other nations have realized that
they have to overlook the moral issue and

focus on AIDS, other sexually transmitted
diseases and birth control as public health
issues. In many ways, they have had great
success with their television advertising of
condoms.
The United States needs to do the same
thing. According to Dr. C. Everett Koop,
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HENDERSON
TIME-OUT
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"By.the end of 1991, an estimated 270,000
cases of AIDS will have occurred with
179,000 deaths within the decade since the
disease was first recognized...[and] the number of people estimated to be [presently]
infected with the AIDS virus in the United
States is about 1.5 million."
Magic Johnson has been speaking out on

this issue, but some people have criticized his
efforts. His sole purpose is not one of selfinterest just to see his own face on television.
Johnson wants to help the public understand
that AIDS infected individuals, whether heterosexual or homosexual, male or female,
black or white, old or young, can carry the
vims and transmit it to others without developing symptoms or even knowing that they
are carriers of the disease. He wants to let
people know that we need to start changing
our lifestyles, and learn to deal with AIDS
and AIDS victims on the college campus, in
our homes, in the work place and on the
playing field or basketball court.
The best way we, as college students, can
do anything the change society, is to start
changing our own personal lives and the way
we think. Learn to say the word "condom"
outloud. Then teach it to your partner. Pass
the word along to your friends and family.
And finally, in a few years when you graduate from medical school or when you become
an executive in a large corporation, educate
your patients or your employees. It is as
simple as that.

WIDESPREAD PANIC bombs with new album
by Richard Challen
staff writer
According to reputable sources, the second coming of southern rock is almost upon
us. How else to explain the resurrection of the
Capricorn label, once home to the mighty
Allman Brothers Band, and its first signee,
Widespread Panic?
' This six-man Georgian outfit looked back
to the past more than once on their majorlabel debut last year, so now Warner Brothers
has returned the favor, re-releasing 1988's
independent Space Wrangler, complete with
three bonus tracks.

Feb. 21-23 and Feb.
25-March 1
Romeo and Juliet, 8 p.m. in
Daniel Auditorium. 2:30
p.m. Sundays. General
public $4, faculty and staff
$2, Clemson students
FREE. Tickets are available
at University Union box
office or by calling 6562461.
Friday, Feb. 21
Guitar instrumentalist
Robin Crow, Tillman
Auditorium, 8 p.m. Tickets
are on sale now at the
Clemson University Box
Office. $3 in advance, $5
at the door.
Little Shop of Horrors, 7 &
11 p.m. Y-Theater.
Admission: $1.
Grease, 9 p.m. in the YTheater. Admission: $1.
Saturday, Feb. 22
Little Shop of Horrors, 7 &
11 p.m. Y-Theater.
Admission: $1.
Grease, 9 p.m. & 1 a.m. in
the Y-Theater. Admission:
$1.
Sunday, Feb. 23
Rage in Harlem, 7 & 9:1 5
p.m. in the Y-Theater. Free
to the public.
Monday, Feb. 24
President's Honors
Colloquium: Malcolm Miller
of Chartes, England, an
expert on Medieval stained
glass and sculpture, 8
p.m., Strom Thurmond
Institute.
"Social Problems in
Today's Black
Communities," a panel
discussion sponsored by
the Student Development
Office. 7 p.m., Tillman
Auditorium. FREE.
Wednesday, Feb. 26
22nd International Tourney
of Animation. 7 & 9:30
p.m., Y-Theater. Admission
is $3.50.

album review
Maybe Capricorn should have dragged
out Eat A Peach instead, because, after twenty
years of musical and technological advances,
Widespread Panic still comes across as a
poor-man's Allman Brothers.
The problem lies not with the individual
players—the twin guitar attack of Michael
Houser and John Bell is rock solid, Bell's
smoky vocals are well seeped in blues tradition, and David Schools delivers fluid, supple
bass lines—but in the presentation. Unlike
fellow Georgians Drivin' N' Cryin', these
guys have not yet learned the power of brev-

Around and
about Tiger
Town

Widespread Panic
ity. As a result, tracks that would have been
effective with judicious editing ("Space
Wrangler," "Travelin' Light," even the radio
hit "Chilly Water") merely drag on without
point or purpose.
Purists may argue that even Lynyrd
Skynyrd and the Allmans were prone to occasional marathon jams, but it should be
noted that those seminal acts had the hooks to
make thejourney interesting. Only on "Driving Song" and "Contentment Blues" does

Space Wrangler achieve the sort of tension
that can sustain extended improvisation.
The rest of the album, especially the fifteen-minute "Me and The Devil Blues/
Heaven," is an exercise in overkill, more
likely to recall the weaker traits (egotistical
songwriting and never-ending soloing) that
originally killed off this movement.
Widespread Panic may boast all the right
ingredients for a southern-rock resurgence,
but this Wrangler has no kick.

Thursday, Feb. 27
Clemson University
Symphonic Band, Tillman
Auditorium, 8 p.m.
Admission is free.
22nd International Tourney
of Animation. 7 & 9:30
p.m. plus a midnight show,
Y-Theater. Admission is
$3.50.
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U2 goes on first U.S. tour in 5 years collegiate crossword
by L. Clator Butler, Jr.
staff writer
The group that Rolling Stone calls the world's most popular rock and roll band is coming to the 1-85
metropolises that flank Clemson. U2 is headed our way in less than two weeks on their Achtung Baby tour. The
tour, which begins next week in Florida, will consist of less than thirty stops in the United States. .
The press release came last week that in two days (this past Saturday) tickets would go on sale for shows in
the Charlotte Coliseum on March 3 and the Omni in Atlanta on March 5.
That Saturday saw considerably lengthy lines and jammed phone lines between ten o'clock in the morning
and one o'clock that afternoon. Afterwards disappointed fans of the Irish supergroup had to walk home empty
handed.
It is really no doubt that the concert sold out so rapidly and is being met with such enthusiasm. After all, this
is U2's first stop in the Carolinas ... ever. Since U2 played mainly to the genre of college students qn their War
tour, they have been in demand along the Tobacco and Cotton roads. Since then they have released four more
full length records. The Carolinas were forgotten on the Unforgettable Fire tour, neglected during the Joshua
Tree tour, and like the rest of the world, had to settle with a movie for Rattle and Hum.
But now the we'uns and you'uns will get Achtung Baby, live and sizzling.
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1991 Little Caesar Enterprises, Inc.
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Color Me Badd: glad label didn't listen
By Dennis Hunt
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. _ "I
Wanna Sex You Up," the racy Top
5 singlethat launched the career of
the vocal quartet Color Me Badd
last year, recently took a severe
bashing _ from members of Color
Me Badd.
Recalling the first time he heard
the final mix of the song from the
"New Jack City" soundtrack on
Giant Records, Bryan Abrams said,
"We were almost in tears _ it didn't
sound good to us."
Mild-mannered and pleasant up
to that point during a recent interview here, Abrams started wincing
at those memories. His Color Me
Badd colleague Mark Calderon,
who looks like George Michael,
was squirming a bit, too.
"The song had so much potential that they didn't bring out,"
Calderon said. "I didn't like the
beat and I thought our vocals could
have been much better."
But as rookie artists who were
making their first single, they typically didn't have any say in the
crucial final mix.
Continuing his attack, Abrams
added, "We thought it should have
' more of a street sound. It was too
laid back. We were thinking that
the record company was wrong.

Nobody is going listen to this. It
wasn't hip."
Then Calderon chimed in, chuckling, "What if the label had listened
to us?"
They'd probably still be struggling unknowns in their hometown
of Oklahoma City. As it was, "I
Wanna Sex You Up" became a hit
and propelled the group's debut album, "C.M.B.," up the charts.
That was six months ago. Already past the 2.5 million mark, the
album is still selling, boasting two
consecutive No. 1 pop singles, "I
Adore Mi Amor" and "All 4 Love."
With anew single, "Thinkin'Back,"
in the pop Top 30, the album _ No.
5 on the Billboard magazine pop
album chart _ is surging again and
could be a Top 10 fixture for a
while.
Judging the commercial potential of singles apparently isn't one
of the group's strengths, but singing is. Along with Boyz II Men and
Jodeci, Color Me Badd is leading
the surge of young, soul-oriented
vocal groups to the top of thecharts.
Color Me Badd's style is streetcorner a cappella meets hip-hop _
or, as the group itself has labeled it,
doo wop hip-hop. Color Me Badd
material sounds like old O'Jays and
Stylistic songs updated with hiphop rhythms.

It's a thoroughly black sound,
but only one member, Kevin
Thornton, is black. Sam Watters is
Caucasian, Abrams is part American Indian and Calderon is Mexican-American.
"The first time people see us
they often assume Kevin is the lead
singer because he's black," Abrams
said with a laugh. "They figure only
black people, can sound like we
sound. It's a very narrow way of
thinking but we' ve gotten used to it.
It takes some people a while to get
used to this multiracial thing."
When they were searching for a
record deal in New York a fewyears ago, some record companies
never got used to the idea.
"They thought we were too tough
to market," Abrams explained. "I
don't think it was racism on their
part. They were just thinking that it
might be harder for a mixed group
to get started. Some labels wanted
to sign us but first they wanted to
make all these changes. We just
wanted some label to take us as is."

That's just what Giant Records
did. The group's multiraciality
never had a chance to be a factor
because its first single, "I Wanna
Sex You Up," was an instant hit.
The radio stations never knew about
its racial makeup since, as standard
procedure on a first single, publicity photos were not sent out.
"We wanted the music to stand
on its own," Calderon said. "Once
you're a hit, people don't care what
color you are. But at first we were
afraid there might be opposition.
We didn't want any hassles. We'd
done enough struggling."
Their history is a rags-to-riches
tale riddled with struggles. A few
years ago, they were starving in
New York.
"We'd go without food for days,"
Calderon recalled, savoring an exotic soup during lunch. "A
McDonald's hamburger was a feast
to us."
The four, all 22, have been inseparable since they met six years
ago in high school. All R&B vocal-

group fans, they sang a cappella
wherever they could find an audience _ from school hallways to
clubs.
Their ticket out of Oklahoma
City was their current co-manager,
Adil Bayyan, whom they met when
he was passing through town as
road manager for Kool & the Gang.
Bayyan persuaded them to move to
the New York area while looking
for a record deal.
"Sometimes I think of us stuck
in Oklahoma City, singing in clubs,
dying to get out," Abrams reflected,
still starry-eyed about Color Me
Badd's success.
"We lived in fear of that happening to us. It was our worst nightmare. We saw groups like that all
the time in Oklahoma City. That
would have been like death.
"But we escaped, man, we escaped and we made a dent in this
business. You' ve got to forgive me,
but sometimes I still can't believe
it."
(c) 1992, Los Angeles Times

RAPE AWARENESS WEEK
Presented By Campus Safety Committee &
The Rape Crisis Councils of Pickens & Clemson
March 2
Nuts, Starring Barbra Streisand,
7 & 9:15 pm Holtzendorff YMCA
FREE- All Welcome
March 3

Former Attorney General of Oklahoma,
The Honorable Michael Turpen Speaks on
"The Status of Victims Rights"
8pm Long Auditorium in Lee Hall
Reception following - FREE - All Welcome

March 4

Panel Presentation - Rape & College Life
Local Experts include: City Police Chief
Johnson Link, Officer Hank Flood, Betsy
Whetsell, and Ken Cooke.
Vickery 100 (Athletic Learning Center)
8 pm - FREE - All Welcome

For More Information Call: Brenda Vandermey 656-3821, Marci Fuentes
654-4407, Thea McCrary 656-5251, or Betsy Whetsell 898-1666.

Robin Crow
Guitar instrumentalist Robin Crow will play in
Tillman Auditorium on Friday, Feb. 21 at 8 p.m.

Co-sponsored by CU Office of Human Resources, Pickens County Sheriffs Department, Student Government Sigma Phi Epsilon, Sigma Chi, Lambou Chi Alpha, Delta Sigma Theta, Sociology Club, ARA Food
Services, CU Films & Video Committee, and Women's Studies Committee.

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY GETS
INTO THE STREETS
Get involved in your community!
Join students from a variety of organizations
making a difference!
Help thousands of college students in the national effort
to address community problems!
Make an impact!!
Contact the Office of Student Development (656-0515) for
information on how to join Clemson's Into the Streets program.

Our Kickoff Weekend is February 28-29
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Acoustic duo to play
at the Downtowner
by Jody Horton
staff writer
The Atlanta-based acoustic duo of John Phillips and David
Sommerville have recently released their debut album Aurora - a
creative mixture of pop, jazz, and rock 'n' roll.
The duo has been performing on the Atlanta club scene for some
time, and has even received airplay on several Atlanta radio stations
with their first single "Blue."
While/U<rora bears witness to Sommerville's musical ability (he
plays guitar, bass, mandolin, saxophone and percussion) and Phillip's
vocal capabilities, it is obvious that these two singer-songwriters
have a long way to go in developing their style and sound. While most
of the songs on the album are fairly pleasant to listen to, many tracks
seem to run together and all appear to lack that intangible element of
soul.
"Book of Love" stands out as a particularly grating example of
monotonous guitar chords and dead lyrics that seems to be utterly
soulless . Even the group's better songs like "Dolores Pain," (an
interesting blend of guitar and vocal tradeoffs) lack vitality, fall flat,
and fail to do justice to Sommerville and Phillip's obvious ability.
It is, of course, much too early to pass final judgement on
Sommerville and Phillips. While Aurora may not go gold, it is only
their first attempt, and they show definite potential. You can catch
them this Friday night at the Downtowner on Sloan St. in Clemson.
Stop by, give 'em a listen and judge for yourself.

ROMEO, from page 13
whose swordplay includes rapiers
and daggers, as well as hand-tohand combat are quite exciting and
to the death-no interruptions by the
Prince here.
After a short intermission, the
play resumes with Juliet taking over.
Her most dramatic scenes take place
here, especially the decision to ingest the poison. McKenzie is a believable Juliet. Her attractive
features and soft vocal presentation
attest to that.
Other notable performances include Johnson's Lord Capulet, Richard Helland as Friar Laurence
and Jan Geist as the Nurse.
Johnson's portrayal as Juliet's father displays the control he has
within his family and over others.
His power, violent or otherwise, is
perceived as unmatched, even
though with that strength he could
not save his daughter from her fatal
ending.
Helland plays a very believable
Franciscan. His size and appearance, down to his haircut, make
him perfectly cast as the Holy, yet

deceptive, Laurence. Geist presents
her character as chattery, lovable
and no-nonsense all rolled into a
caring human being. She cares about
Juliet and fondly remembers raising her with a tale about her younger
days.
Romeo and Juliet is a wonderful
play. Even if Shakespeare isn't your
thing, check this out. It is fairly easy
to follow and what language that is
not very familiar can be understood
by the actions of the performers.
The play runs until March 1, with a
day off on Feb. 24 and all shows at
8 p.m. except for Sundays, Feb. 23
and Mar. I, with showtimes at 2:30
p.m. Tickets can be received by
calling or at the Union bow office.
Admission is free for Clemson students, $2 for faculty and staff, and
$4 for the general public.

f

Don't worry- We won t bite!
Write for Time-out!
Call Amy or Mike at 656-0986
today, or come by the staff meeting
Sunday at 8 p.m.
in 906 of the University Union.

Sigma Tau Epsilon
holds free
tutoring sessions
every Monday night
from 7-9 in
Room 401 Daniel.
Any Questions

Call Dana 654-1462
Becky 653-7615
Coach I.M. Ibrahim's

the 0*0
tiger W*
sports shop

Now In Clemson
The Music Scene
Guitars - Amps - Lessons
16 Trac Recording - Repairs
PA Rental - Layaways Drums & Accessories
391-1 Old Greenville Hwy
Clemson
Next Door To Fast Break
653-7011 1-800-564-8813

Need a ride to the
PRO-CHOICE RALLY?
Columbia, S.C.
Saturday Feb. 29
For more info, call
Beth at 653-8426
Katie at 653-7914
or Sara at 858-4692

THE LANDMARK
DECISION THAT
STARTED IT ALL

"ROE VS. WADE"
Will be shown
Wednesday Feb. 26
7:30 p.m.
Room 113 Daniel Hall
Sponsored by CUPCAL

SSm
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TOASTMASTERS
INTERNATIONAL
WHAT CAN YOU EXPECT FROM CLEMSON
UNIVERSITY TOASTMASTERS CLUB?
PROFESSIONAL IMAGE
• Self Confidence
• Leadership
• Marketability
• Interviewing Technique
COMMUNICATION SKILLS
• Body Movement
• Eye Contact
• Vocal Variety
• Listening
ORGANIZATION
• Prepared and Impromptu Speeches
• Control Business Meetings

ANNOUNCING.

10% DISCOUNT
STOREWIDE OFF ANY PURCHASE WITH

C.U. STUDENT I.D.
(SALE ITEMS AND RAQUET STRINGING EXCLUDED)

JOIN TODAY!
Contact Don Burgess 858-3258
Tuesdays At 7:10 P.M.
Room 101 Nursing Building
TOASTMASTERS-FOR BETTER LISTENING, THINKING,
AND SPEAKING
PROMOTION IS FUNDED BY A GRANT FROM TI IE PEARCE CENTER
FOR PROFESSIONAL-COMMUNICATION

Open M-F 9-6 And Sunday 1-6
364 College • Downtown Clemson • 654-8134
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commentary
ally ate it.
I'd sort of ... mush it around,
hoping that the phone would ring
and, distracted, the chef wouldn't
notice that I'd stuffed her entire
entree into a napkin. Unless there
was macaroni and cheese. Then,
entire schools of flounder could be
stashed under the macaroni because
the cheese and the fish were the
same color: both blackened to perfection every Thursday.
Somewhere in the Bible it must
have been written, "Thou shalt make
a chicken on Friday night." A red
and hard chicken.
First my mother cooked the
chicken whole _ with water and
certain disgusting things that looked
like weeds _ for about 18 hours for
soup. Then she sprinkled the unfortunate bird with paprika. (Sprinkled
it? Try scoured, rubbed and drowned
it with the totally flavorless red
powder _ on its stomach, its back,
its legs, under its arms. ...)
The chicken, which was now
praying for the relief of a thermonuclear device, was put in the oven

Classic Photo
Photographers Needed
Immediate Openings • Part Time Evenings
35mm Experience Preferred
Transportation A Must

^

Call 654-8019

^

Underclassmen Preferred

The Brothers of

Delta Sigma Pi
wish to congratulate
their Spring 1992 Pledge Class
Sharon Bailey

Mary Littleton

Marie Cantrell

Marcy McKinley

Cameron Cobb

Bobby Porter

until it was indistinguishable from
the week's steak, lamb chops and
liver.
Saturday, dairy night, was different: The entire meal was white.
Everything _ herring, blintzes,
borscht _ was served with sour
cream.
We had baked salmon, carp and
whitefish, which appeared to be
bones wrapped in skin with one
dead fish eye staring at me. ("Daddy
likes it," my mother would say. End
of story.)
And, every Saturday night, we
faced the question that has plagued
Jewish people for more than 3,000
years: Which is the salty lox? The
light one or the dark one?
On Sunday, we had boiled beef
("flanken"), a gray, stringy meat
held together by a jelly-like substance with the consistency befitting anything that had been cooked
for about three days.
It was served with horseradish,
which made you forget the taste of
the meat and the side dish: lima
beans. (Which, in turn were both
moist _ and dry _ enough to help
you check how your gag reflex was
working.)
Fortunately, there was a huge
selection of desserts: all canned
fruit. (Or canned fruit salad: two
maraschino cherries and an assortment of beige cubes.)
That is, unless you had a gourmet mother who made Jell-0 _
available in an assortment of flavors, from red to not-so-red _ with
bananas suspended in it. (Which
was, in fact, the only flavorful food
of the week.)
Which brings me to dinner tonight. Let's see ... it's Wednesday,
right? On Wednesday, my mother
served ... Oh, no. No. I can't, I
won't serve what my mother did.
On Wednesday, I serve pizza, on
Thursday, Chinese take-out, on
Friday. ...
Distributed by the Los Angeles Times-Washington Post News
Service
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Correction
In last week's issue, the
headline "Goodall coauthors
Living in the Rock 'n' Roll
Mystery " should have read
"authors" instead of "coauthors."
Goodall is currently the author of ten books and next year
will be releasing a textbook
about organizational communication that he coauthored.
Living in a Rock V Roll
Mystery is Goodall's current
latest release. The book that
hit the shelves in the Spring of
1991 is a sequel to a earlier
book he wrote called Casing a
Promise Land: The Autobiography of an Organizational Detective
as
Cultural
Ethnographer, which was
nominated for best book in its
I profession in 1989.
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In February my mind turns to the
question women since Eve have
pondered:
What to make for dinner? (Of
course Eve had the solution _ but
how many applescan you pass off
as a meal?)
My mother never had the problem. In the "If it's meatballs, this
must be Monday" school of menu
planning, she merely served the
same thing on the same night every
week.
What's bad about meatballs,
you're saying? Well, you're probably picturing something about the
size of a golf ball, maybe a small
peach; not the size of something
shot out of a cannon. (That's to get
protein into your child. Other protein-rich foods: eggs, bacon, whole
milk, butter and cream _ proteins
that, today, this same child is working off in a gym 87 hours a week.)
Was the spaghetti served al
dente? Let me put it this way: In my
house, the meatballs were al dente.
If you could still distinguish one
strand of spaghetti from another, it
wasn't cooked long enough.
Tuesday was steak night. Steak
as in a mound of ashes served with
a bottle of ketchup. Back then, I
never knew that meat came in any
other color but black. It was served
with vegetables ("vegetables": potatoes or peas and carrots _ served
by a person who believed that an
intact pea was a raw pea).
There were no beverages on the
ground that "you won't have room
forsteak," which was, of course,
the whole idea. (For the same reason, the only one allowed to eat the
loaf of bread that sat on the table
every night was my father.)
Once in a while, in a fit of wild
abandon, my mother made lamb
chops on Tuesday: baby lamb chops,
the pheasant under glass of Flatbush
lamb.Thechopsweredifferentfrom
the steak: They came in three or

four mounds of ashes. But they
were delicious, compared to what
lay ahead: liver.
Now, it is unfair to compare
Wednesday's liver to a tire on an
18-wheeler. A tire bends.
The liver sat there, waiting, naked: no mushrooms, no onions. And
you had to eat it. There were no
substitutions, no choices, no salad,
even.
The only salad was potato from
the deli, which you ate with those
other health foods: hot pastrami,
corned beef, tongue and salami that,
in themselves, have done more for
cardiology in this country than triple
bypass surgery.
Thursday's fish _ which came in
one variety: flounder _counteracted
all that. Dry flounder, the Velcro of
fish, stuck to the roof of your mouth
fo three days. If, that is, you actu-
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Spring Break 92
North Myrtle Beach
Myrtle Beach
The Grand Strand
You've Got The Time...
We've Got The Beach!
So, Pack your bags, grab
your friends, find any
mode of transportation
and join the Spring Break
Beach Blast in North
Myrtle Beach, Myrtle
Beach, and The Grand
Strand.
We have sun and surf,
trendy nightclubs, and a
festive party atmosphere.
You won't want to miss
this most excellent
adventure!

Aprs! ^..inhorn

Julie Farrell

John Skandamis

Maria Garcia

Taylor Starbuck

Steven Highberger

Christine Sudiow

Jamie Howell

Jennifer Thorpe

Mike Hunter

Stacey Wilson

Helene Kruger

For more information about
how/ you can join the Spring
Break Beach Blast call:
1 -800-356-3016, ext. 700
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And the nominees are...

Oscar nominations announced
Best Picture

Best Actress

Beauty and the Beast
Bugsy
JFK
The Prince of Tides
The Slience of the

Geena Davis - Thelma
and Louise
Laura Dern - Rambling

Lambs
Best Actor
Warren Beatty Bugsy
Robert DeNiro Cape Fear
Anthony Hopkins Silence of the Lambs
Nick Nolte - Prince of
Neta Poslen/ staff photographer

Photographs from LIFE

Lee Gallery is exhibiting photos such as this of
nurse midwife Maude Callen taken by W. Eugene
Smith. All photos were featured in LIFE magazine.

OK for diabetics, just 9 calories

Greenville/Spartanburg to Bombay

Dr. C's

$1300

Bi Lo Plaza

Must buy ticket by March 31
Originate by May 15 • Stay up to 4 mo.

Soup, Sandwiches
Get FREE topping on
|_Super Yogurt afte£_9_PMj
~~ Explres~2-13-.92

Tommy Lee Jones - JFK
Harvey Keitel - Bugsy
Ben Kingsley - Bugsy
Michael Lerner - Barton
Fink
Jack Palance - City

Editor's picks:
The Silence of the Lambs
Anthony IlopkinsThe Silence of the Lambs
Jodie FosterThe Silence of the Lambs
Jack. Palance- City Slickers
Mercedes Ruehl-Fisher
King

%<

"Episcopal Campus 'Ministry
Holy Trinity Parish
- across from soccer field -

©

Student dinner & program 7pm Sundays
Sunday services: 8, 9 & 11 am and 6 pm

654-6125
(803) 654-74321
654-8431

CHERYL AARON
Attorney at Law
criminal defenseI
DUI • drugs

Clemson's
ONLY
FULL
SERVICE

Tanning Center

Check out our LOW
LOW
LOW Rates!!

6
5

5 Visits - $ 1 8

4

10 Visits-$32
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Best Supporting Actor

Slickers

AIRFARE

FROZEN YOGURT?

•

Robin Williams Fisher King

Jodie Foster - Silence of
the Lambs
Bette Midler - For the
Boys
Susan Sarandon Thelma and Louise

Diane Ladd Rambling Rose
Juliette Lewis Cape Fear
Kate Nelligan Prince of Tides
Mercedes Ruehl Fisher King
Jessica Tandy Fried Green
Tomatoes

Small World Travel

Have You Tried Dr. C's
No Fat, All Natural

Highway 123
Clemson

Tides

Roses

Best Supporting
Actress

1 Visit - $4

1 Month
UNLIMITED - $45
• Large, Private Rooms
• Plenty of Parking
Behind "Par Cheezies" in Victoria Square
(across from Clemson Post Office)

*CALL 654-TANN*

6
5
4
•
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CARRYOUT 654-8692
DELIVERY 654-8646

ANY
TWO
MEDIUM
PIZZAS
FOR $12.00!!!
OFFER VALID FOR ANY TWO MEDIUM
PIZZAS WITH UP TO THREE TOPPINGS
OR ANY SPECIALTY PIZZAS.
OFFER VALID FOR DINEIN, CARRYOUY,
OR FREE DELIVERY.
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will be holding senior staff
elections on Sunday, March 9.
The following positions are
up for available:
• Editor-in-chief*
• Managing Editor
•Business Manager
•Advertising Manager
•News Editor
•Editorial Editor
•Time-out Editor
•Sports Editor
• Office Manager
•Copy Editor
•Head Photographer
*One year of experience required for editor-in-chief
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Upcoming Sports Events
Tomorrow is busy for basketball.
First, the Lady Tigers take on number one for the second weekend in
a row when they meet Virginia at
4:45 p.m. Then, at 7 p.m., the men
attempt to climb out of the ACC
cellar against Maryland.

Spirts

February 21,1992

Tiger Facts
The Clemson men's
v.
and women's indoor
track teams both won '^
the ACC Championships last weekend, the first
time both have won in the same
year. (See story on page 26.)

■*-■
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Tigers use pitching perfection for three shutouts
by Bob Sayre
staff writer
Clemson rolled into the '92 baseball season with the same style that made it college
baseball's winningestteam last season. After
a rain-out Saturday, a crowd of 1,400 came
out to Tiger Field on a beautiful Sunday
afternoon as the Tigers opened the season
against Eastern Kentucky. The Tigers did not
disappoint as they came away from the doubleheader with 7-0 and 22-0 victories.
Clemson manager Bill Wilhelm was especially pleased with the way that several
players, specifically first-game starter Jason
Angel, raised their leVel of play from the
preseason workouts. "[Angel] was really on
top of his game," Wilhelm said. "In his efforts on the mound intersquad-wise up until
Sunday, they had not been impressive, but he
just raised it a notch."
Wilhelm indicated that Angel had been
giving up a lot of hits and walks prior to
Sunday because he wasn't getting ahead in
the count. All of that changed on Sunday

The forum to
end all forums
We have gathered here today, some of
the biggest names in spoils, yesterday and
today. I, Sean Hanzelik, the mediator of
this forum of stars, am going to try to keep
this thing from getting too far out of hand.
We' 11 see. Today, we have Michael Jordan
with us, Pete Rose, Greg Norman, Jack
Nicklaus, Muhammad Ali, Charles Barkley
and John McEnroe. We are also expecting
a few surprise guest appearances. The
Wondersports Forum is ready to begin.

SEAN
HANZELIK
ASSISTANT
SPORTS
EDITOR
Me: This is an open forum. Anybody
can ask any question they want. The floor
is now open. Who wants to start?
Rose: I will. Jack, you haven't won a
PGA event in six years, so why do you get
to play in the Skins Game every year?
Nicklaus: I guess people love to see
me play.
Rose: Well, I'm tired of seeing you
play in every tournament on both Tours,
and besides, I'm tired of losing money on
you.
Ali: I am the greatest!
Me: Thanks Mo for that wonderfully
timed interjection.
Jordan: Hey Norman, didn't you just
come off the links?
Norman: Yeah, I was in this Pro/Old
Age tournament. My team finished second. Would you believe my luck? Larry
Mize's partner, an 82-year old blind
woman, holed out her second shot from
172 yards to win by one.
Jordan: Tough luck. (He chuckles.)
Hey, does anyone know what time it is? I
have to eat my Wheaties.
Norman: I would, but I lost my watch
on the last hole.
Ali: I am the greatest!
McEnroe: Hey, Sean, do something
about him.
Me: What do you want me to do?
McEnroe: (Yelling) Take care of him.
Come on, you're terrible. You are the
worst mediator I've ever seen.

see FORUM, page 26

when Angel gave up a mere two hits while
striking out ten in seven innings. "They were
missing his fastball by this far (Wilhelm
indicated a span of about six inches with his
hands)."
With a 1-0 Clemson lead in the bottom of
the sixth inning of the opener, sophomore
outfielder Keith Williams neatly turned the
tide and signaled the transition to a new
season with a symbolic two-run double'which
lined off the new 1991 ACC Champions sign
in left-center field. The Tigers scored once
more in the sixth and added three more in the
seventh for the 7-0 victory.
Sophomore Michael Holtz was equally
impressive on the mound in the second game
as he limited Eastern Kentucky to one hit in
six innings while striking out nine. Chad
Phillips and Andy Monin led the way as the
Tiger bats exploded for 22 runs. Phi 11 ipswSnt
3-for-5 with four runs, and Monin hit 2-for4 with four runs batted in.
Although Eastern Kentucky was able to
manage wins at both Auburn and Miami last
season, they were thoroughly dominated by

Clemson Baseball Weekend Schedule:
vs. Tampa today at 3 p.m.,
Saturday and Sunday at 2 p.m.
Clemson in both games. For the day the
Colonels totaled a combined six hits while
racking up eight defensive errors.
The Tigers continued their string of shutouts against Western Carolina on Wednesday with a 6-0 victory after being rained out
again on Tuesday. While the Tiger pitching
continued to shine, so did their opponents'
lack of defense as the Catamounts com mitted
seven errors. Junior Scott Mi Her pitched eight
shutout innings collecting ten strikeouts for
Clemson. Jeff Miller singled in the second
inning to extend his consecutive hitting streak
to 18 games.
"We expect to pitch well," said Miller
acknowledging the staffs success thus far.
"We know we have to keep the runs down,
but we' ve shown we can score the past couple

games.
Jason Angel will again take the mound at
3 p.m. today as the Tigers host Tampa.
Today's outing will be followed by matchups
on Saturday and Sunday at 2 p.m. Tampa is a
Division 11 team, but they may provide more
of a challenge than people might realize as
they are currently ranked No. 2 in the nation
among Division II teams.
'They are real tough regardless of the
division they're in." said Wilhelm. "They'll
be one of our strongest opponents in the early
going. They're in a great area for baseball
recruiting."
That says a lot as the Tigers' early schedule also includes Auburn and Wake Forest,
whom Coach Wilhelm picked to finish second in the ACC.

Lady Tigers rise to occasion, garner first
ever home win over top-ranked team
by Brian A. Carpenter
staff writer
The scent of upset was in the air last
Saturday in Littlejohn Coliseum as the Maryland Lady Terrapins came in as the nation's
top women's basketball team. The Lady Tigers quickly erased Maryland's top rank and
sent the Terrapins home humbled. A crowd
of 3.118 was in attendance as the No. 23 Lady
Tigers routed the Lady Terrapins by a score
of 72-55.
Junior Shandy Bryan lead the way for
Clemson with 14 points and 11 boards.
It was a game that was dominated by great
team defense as the Lady Tigers had 12 steals
and forced 27 turnovers. Clemson held Maryland to 36.2 percent from the floor, while the
Lady Tigers shot 41.3 percent.
The win marked Clemson's first ever upset of a number one ranked women's team at
home. The Lady Tigers defeated Virginia
last year in the ACC Tournament marking
the only other time the Tigers have defeated
a top-ranked team.
Clemson, who led by as many as 21 points
in the game, held Maryland without a field
goal until the 16:29 mark of the first half.
Maryland was able to tie the game at the 6:41
mark, but that was as close as they would
come for the rest of the game as the Tigers
slammed the door on any possible rally.
"We got out of the gate like a house on fire
with an 1 I -point lead, and then they started
coming back," saidClemson coach Jim Davis.
The comeback was be halted, though, as
the Tigers changed to a zone defense that
stymied the Terrapins.
"This passive zone did the job for us and
was the turning point in the game," said
Davis of his team's defense.
Clemson led by seven at halftime, and it
seemed Maryland could somehow crawl back
in the game in the second half. The Tigers
quickly put a dent in those hopes and prayers
by going on a 6-0 run at the beginning of the
second half to increase their lead to 13.
At the 12:54 mark Clemson went up by
15, and Maryland never inched closer as the
Tigers dominated the second half to seal the
victory.
Clemson coach Jim Davis is now 1 1-7
against top 25 teams and 5-3 against lop 10
teams played at Clemson.
Individual highlights came from several
players on the Clemson roster. Senior
Courtney Johnson had four of Clemson's
twelve steals, and she is now listed as fifth on
the school's career steal list with 179 in her
stint inTigerTown. Freshman Tara Saunooke
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Shandy Bryan provided just one part of a balanced scoring punch
for the Lady Tigers against the Lady Terps. Bryan scored 14
points and grabbed 11 rebounds in the 72-55 win
remained hot from the three point stripe by
hitting (wo of five treys. According to the
latest NCAA statistics, Saunooke is third in
the nation in three-point goal percentage.
Senior Chcron Wells chipped in 11 points,
junior Rhonda Jackson netted 10 and Kerry

Boyatt-I lall. who earlier in the week was not
expected to play, added 1 I points.
"I feel great about today's win," said Davis.
"This group of young ladies earned a lot of
respect this afternoon. This was an impressive win for our basketball program."
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UNC men continue magical spell over Clemson...
Davis'23, clutch free
throw shooting does
scrappy Tigers in
by Daniel Shirley
interim assistant news editor
Clemson's match-up with sixthranked North Carolina was much
different than the first time the two
teams met, with a major exception:
the Tigers lost.
The Tar Heels' 103-69 victory
earlier in the season gave Clemson
motivation for the contest last Saturday afternoon in Littlejohn Coliseum. Not enough, however, as the
Tar Heels held off the scrappy Tigers (12-9, 2-8) for an 80-72 win.
"That first game gave them a lot
of incentive," Tar Heel Head Coach
Dean Smith said. "However, that
■ game was at the first part of the
ACC season, and both teams have
changed so much. They are a lot
different team now.
"They were a lot more confident, and playing at home helped
their confidence," Smith added.
However, after playing the Tar
Heels (18-3, 8-2) almost even
throughout the first half (Clemson's
largest deficit in the first half was
six), the Tigers seemed to lose their
confidence early in the second half,

allowing the Tar Heels to stretch a
four-point halftime lead to 15, after
an 18-7 run, with 5:14 left in the
game.
"The first five minutes of the
second half were the most important part of the game," Tiger Head
Coach Cliff Ellis said. "They had a
spurt, and we struggled."
Brian Reese led the UNC run
with seven of his 13 points, and
George Lynch and Eric Montross
each added four.
After Henrik Rodl's threepointer to open the second half,
Lynch converted two foul shots.
Reese then took over with a thunderous dunk, a three-pointer and a
driving lay-up.
"We played real well early in the
second half," Smith said. "That was
the difference
"But they didn't give up. They
played hard and got right back into
the game," continued Smith.
Ellis agreed, saying, "We played
hard and fought our way back into
the game. I know our kids are going
to play hard every time out."
After falling behind by as many
as 17 points, 53-36, the Tigers began their comeback.
Freshman guard Ryan Amestoy
keyed the rally for the Tigers by
scoring eight points in only 12 minutes of action, all in the second half.

Amestoy scored five straight atone
point to bring Clemson within
seven, 57-50.
"Ryan came to us as strictly a
zone player, a shooter," Ellis said.
"But he's been working real hard
on other things."
The two teams then traded baskets before North Carolina built its
advantage back to 11, 70-59, on
Hubert Davis' two foul shots with
4:00 remaining. Davis finished the
game with a game-high 23 points.
Clemson responded once again,
however, and cut the lead to four,
71-67, with only 2:59 left.
The Tigers then decided to put
the Tar Heels on the line, but North
Carolina responded by converting
seven of ten foul shots in the last
2:22.
The Tar Heels were good on 25
of 34 foul shots, while Clemson
only attempted 15, making 12.
"You have to give them credit
for getting us in that situation, but
you have to credit us for getting out
of a bad situation," Smith said.
"Their foul shooting at the end
was a big factor," Ellis said, agreeing with Smith, "but we had a
chance to win because we played
hard."
At the end however, it was the
usual result for the Tigers when
they face North Carolina: a loss.
Chip East/head photographer

MORE BASKETBALL Men against Florida State, page 23
COVERAGE:
Women against Maryland, page 21

This jam by Andre Bovain wasn't enough for Clemson to overcome the free throw shooting in the final
minutes by North Carolina.

... But Lady Tigers down Tar Heel women

IT. The National College
Newspaper College Basketball
Top25_

by Geoff Wilson
sports editor
It wasn't pretty. It was physical.
And, more important, it was a win.
The Lady Tigers stayed hot entering Saturday's showdown with
Virginia by clawing to a 49-46 win
over North Carolina Wednesday
night.
The victory was the second in a
row for Clemsqn over a ranked team.
The Tar Heels were 23rd in both the
USA Today and AP polls entering
the game.
"This was possibly the toughest
game of the season," said Head
Coach Jim Davis, citing the difficulty of playing a game in between
visits by the number one team in the
country (Maryland last week and
Virginia this week).
"Both teams fought and clawed
and pawed," he continued. "But
we're better at fighting and clawing."
The final five minutes consisted
of just that. The Lady Tigers held a
45-38 lead with 5:35 remaining,
but UNC used three points apiece
from Sylvia Crawley and Tonya
Sampson to get back within one
with 3:05 to go.
Two baskets, one each from
Shandy Bryan and Cheron Wells,
gave Clemson a five-point bulge
with 1:54 left.
But then the Lady Tigers went
cold from the foul line, missing
their last four attempts. However,
the Tar Heels could not capitalize,
turning the ball over once in addition to two misses by Sampson that
would have tied the game.
One of the keys to the win was
the Lady Tigers' containment, halfcourt zone trap. When used effectively, it caused the Tar Heels to use
half of the 30-second shot clock
before being able to run their offense.
"It did exactly what it was designed to do." said Davis.
It also held Sampson and
Grawley. who normally combine
for 24.5 points per game, to only 10
points between them.
"If you'd have told me that
[Sampson and Crowley would be

("hip I'Jisl/head photographer

Cheron Wells led the Lady Tigers against North
Carolina with 14 points.
shut down] before the ball game, I
would have felt like we would have
won handily," Davis said.
"We didn't have anybody play
great tonight," he added, "but we
did play with a lot of heart."
Wells led the Lady Tigers with
14 points, and Bryan and senior
Courtney Johnson each added 10.
Johnson was also the impetus
behind Sampson's low output.
"Courtney proved her value to
the basketball team tonight," said
Davis. "But she's been doing that
for four years."
Clemson is now in the catbird's

seat for third place in the conference. A third seed in the tournament means Clemson could not
meet the top seed until the finals.
But the Lady Tigers still have
three games ahead of them before
the end of the regular season. The
one that looms largest is the game
with the Lady Cavaliers, whom the
Lady Tigers beat in the ACC tournament last year. Virginia was also
number one then.
"If we beat Virginia, it'll have to
be an ugly game just like this,"
Davis saidafter Wednesday's game.
Maybe so, but a win is a win.

Points
1. Duke (16 No. 1 votes)
399
2. UCLA (2)
385
3. Kansas
•
359
4. Arizona
333
5. Ohio State
.325
6. North Carolina
321
7. Indiana
313
8. Oklahoma State
290
9. Missouri.....
273
10. Arkansas
254
11. Michigan State
248
12. Kentucky
187
13. Syracuse
179
14. Southern Cal
164
15. UNLV
154
16. Alabama
147
17. Tulane
145
18. Michigan
.124
19. Connecticut
120
20. Florida State
107
21. Cincinnati
78
22. Seton Hall
70
23. Oklahoma
22
24. Iowa State
19
25.LSU
17
Others receiving votes: UTEP 12, UNCCharlotte 10, Ball State 9, Nebraska 8,
Memphis State 6, Georgetown 5, Georgia
Tech 5, Texas 5, TCU 5, Massachusetts 4,
Louisville 2, St. John's 2, Montana 1, Iowa 1,
West Virginia 1. (As of Mon., Feb. 17)
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FSWho? 'Noles fall in final ACC road game
by Brian W. Judski
staff writer

Just when the Clemson men's
basketball team needed a big win,
they got one. What has been a roller
coaster year for the senior-less squad
is once again on the incline, as the
Tigers defeated Florida Sate 68-67
in a thriller last Tuesday at Littlejohn
Coliseum. The victory snapped a
three-game losing streak, but more
importantly thrusted Clemson forward in their hunt for a post-season
bid.
"I really like this basketball
team," said a relieved head coach
Cliff Ellis. "I don't care what their
record is, or what people say, this is
a great group and we're headed for
a great cycle."
The Seminoles came into the
contest in third place in the ACC at
10-4, with their lone road loss coming at the hands of Duke. The newcomers have been tearing up their
opposition, but they ran into an in-

spired Clemson team that would early in the second half, as starting
not be denied.
point guard Charlie Ward went to
Tiger center Sharone Wright hit the bench with his fourth foul three
one of two free throws with 21 minutes into the half.
seconds remaining in the game to
"We' re not nearly as good a team
put the Tigers ahead 68-65. Florida with Charlie on the bench," said
State had one last chance to tie, but Seminole coach Pat Kennedy. "Foul
a Doug Edwards three point try trouble has really hurt us this year.
was off the mark as Clemson earned But credit Clemson, they did a good
their third ACC victory.
job splitting our traps."
The Tigers and Seminoles
Clemson also created their own
played to a virtual standoff through- traps. Two consecutive Clemson
out the first 28 minutes. Tied at 34 steals off their half-court trap both
at halftime, the teams exchanged resulted in baskets, as the Tigers
buckets until Chris Whitney's three- built their largest lead at 52-45 when
pointer with 12:19 left in the game Devin Gray finished off the second
put Clemson ahead to stay.
baseket.
"The last few games the whole
Bob Sura's three point shot gave
team has stepped up their level of the Seminoles an early 5-2 lead, but
play," said Whitney, who canned Clemson responded scori ng the next
five three pointers and finished with seven points, highlighted by Ryan
21 points. "My shot was feeling Amestoy's three pointer. Amestoy
really good tonight. They were shots sae his most minutes all season, 23,
F ve been taking all year, and luck- and responded hitting two threeily they were falling."
pointers and finishing with nine
Luckily for the Tigers also points. The freshmen tandem of
Florida State got into foul trouble Gray and Wright registered another

otlice manage

Devin Gray scraps with a Seminole on the floor for possession of the ball.

fine performance, combining for
27 points and 20 rebounds.
Sam Cassell led Florida State
with 21 points and six assists, while
Doug Edwards added 18 points and
nine rebounds.

The Tiger defenders held Sura,
who is the second leading ACC
freshman scorer with 13 points per
outing, to just seven points.
"I never could quite get into the
flow of the offense." said Sura.

Ryan Amestoy is fast becoming a crowd favorite.
He scored nine points to help spark the Tigers.

Double Feature
at the Y-Theater!
Thursday, Feb 20

Friday, Feb 21

Saturday, Feb 22

Little Shop of HorrorsLittle Shop of Horrors Little Shop of Horrors
Showing at 7:00pm

Showing at 7:00pm
and 11:00pm

Showing at 7:00pm
and 11:00pm

Grease

Grease

Grease

Showing at 9:00pm

Showing at 9:00pm
and 1:00am

Showing at 9:00pm
and 1:00am

Only $1 each, or $2 for both!
Sunday's FREE flick:
Shows at 7:00 & 9:15pm
FREE w/CUID

Celebrate Black History Month with:

■ ■** H A R L E

As always... Sponsored by the Films & Video Committee
of the University Union
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Women's netters fall at Wake Forest
by Sean Hanzelik
assistant sports editor
Before Saturday afternoon's
women's tennis match between host
Wake Forest and Clemson got underway, it figured to be close. The
Tigers were ranked 22nd nationally
and fourth in the Southeast region
while the Deacons were just out of
the national picture, but ranked right
behind Clemson in the region in
fifth place.
Mimi Burgos, at the number one
spot, got the Lady Tigers off to a
good start by coming from behind
to defeat Dana Evans, 4-6,6-4, 7-6
(7-5). Amy Young followed that

Women's tennis vs. TCU at Dallas today, at Texas A&M Saturday
victory coming at the number two
spot as the team of Janice Durden
and Karoling Jutkiewicz smashed
Diane McKeon and Tracy Zawacki,
6-2, 6-4.
The number one doubles team
of Mimi Burgos and Shannon King
lost a close match to Barker and
Evans.
The next match for Clemson (22, 0-1) is today against TCU at
Dallas.

match, at number two, with a win
over Liz Barker, 6-4, 1-6, 6-3.
Wake won the next three
matches, in which Clemson won
only one set, but Tara Lynch finished the singles competition with a
straight set victory over Celine
Tournant to pull the Tigers even
heading into the doubles matches.
The Demon Deacons (2-1, 1-0)
won two out of three doubles
matches, with the only Clemson
■..■■■■
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by Daniel Shirley
interim assistant news editor
The Clemson wrestling team
rallied to defeat Duke but could
not pull off another miracle at
Maryland this past weekend.
The Tigers' record moved to
8-6 overall and 1-3 in the ACC
with last weekend's action.
Against the Blue Devils on Valentines Day, the Tigers trailed 112 early on but rallied for a 21-14
win at Cameron Indoor Stadium
in Durham, N.C>.
Duke won the four lightest
weight classes (118-142), but the
Tigers came back to win five of
the last six matches, losing only
the heavyweight match.

After dropping the first four
matches, Mike Mammon got the
Tigers going by crushing Duke's
Dave Barrone, 15-5. Chris
Donegan, John Gardner, Keith
Turner and Scott Williams all followed with victories to close the
gapAfter rallying past Duke, the
Tigers were unable to do the same
against the Terrapins of Maryland.
Maryland improved to 8-6-1
and 1-1 in league play with its win
over the 24th-ranked Tigers with
a 25-11 decision.
Posting victories for the Tigers, however, were Miller and
freshman phenomenon Troy
Bouzakis.

Stanley H. Kaplan
comes to Clemson
It's Not Too Late
To Test Your Best!

MMWmm
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Wrestlers win one, lose one
on the road in ACC action

GMAT • MCAT
GRE*LSAT
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Classes starting now

Call 1-800-933-PREP
Chip East/head photographer

Safe!

Trent Hackle slides into first during the Tigers' two-game sweep on Sunday.

§ STANLEY H. KAPLAN

cfe EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

;^3&%i
& SUDS
Grand Opening Next Thursday
& Friday, 27th & 28th
featuring both nights

The Blue Eclipse
Friday Live Remote with Rock
101.1 PLUS 5 Ponies & A Bucket

proudly presents . . .
i

Only $3.50
Try Our DAILY LUNCH
SPECIALS UNDER $3.00
Good Food And A Great Price!
Plus Free Delivery Always
($6.00 Minimum)

"Making the most of who you are"

654-9464

w building self esteem
\/ professional etiquette
%/ marketing yourself

163 Old Greenville Hwy.
Clemson (next to Hardee's)

Stcpie
*WtaAten&, Stc.
—FAMILY HAIR CARE—

featuring . . .

• CUSTOM CUTS • HIGHLIGHTING
• SPECIALIZED PERMS & COLOR
• FACIALS • TANNING BEDS

Get Ready For
Spring Break
MTW 9:30-5
THF 9:30-7
Sat 9-3

885-0493

Wednesday, February 26th
7:00 p.m.
Strom Thurmond Institute Auditorium

Nancy Tringali, a 1984 alumnus of Clemson
&

Vice President of Pickering & Lee
Marketing/Communications followed by a panel discussion
featuring members of the Women's Council Advisory Board

Month
Unlimited Tanning

Must present coupon

exp. 3/30

Come benefit from the experiences of successful
women graduates of Clemson
and let them help you make the most of who you are!
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Men's swimmers finish respectable fourth in ACC
by Lou Potenza
staff writer
Clemson's men's swimming and
diving team competed in the 1992
ACC Championships in Chapel
Hill, N.C., last weekend. The Tigers scored 432.5 points to finish in
fourth place overall. North Carolina State won its first ever ACC
title with Virginia finishing second
and North Carolina coming in third.
The Tigers did return from
Chapel Hill with a victory of sorts.
By defeating both Florida State and
Maryland at the ACC Championships, Clemson was able to avenge
two earlier defeats. The Terrapins
had squeaked by the Tigers, 124119, while the Seminoles won handily, 153-90.
Even though the Tigers did not

win the meet, they still turned in
some excellent individual performances. Three school and two personal records were set by the Tigers
in Chapel Hill.
Junior Henry Faris shattered his
own Clemson record in the 200
individual medley, finishing third
in that event with a time of 1:50.05.
Faris' previous record was a time of
1:50.92, which he set last season
while finishing seventh at the ACC
Championships.
Junior Matt Fischetti moved into
second-place on the Clemson alltime performer's list in the 200
breastslroke with a time of 2:03.67
to finish fourth overall at the meet.
Fischetti, from Gary, N.C., was also
an all-conference performer in the
100 breaststroke event with a clocking of 56.38, losing the race by only

.02 seconds. That time moves
Fischetti into third-place on
Clemson'sail-time performer's list
in that event.
The Tigers' 200 medley relay
team set a new school record at the
ACC Championships with a ti me of
1:31.28, mainly due to the efforts of
sophomore Chad Alston, who
posted the fastest split time in school
history with a 19.9 clocking in the
50 free. The Tigers were in fifth
place heading into Alston's leg, but
moved into third with his record
breaking performance. Jason

Come out to Tiger
Field this weekend to
watch Tampa have a
dismal three days*
Catch some rays
beginning at 2 p.m.
today, and at 3 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday.
1992 BSN
STUDENTS.
'^fcp^ ^ "
Enter the Air Force
^

Nettles, Craig Becker and Henry
Faris made up the rest of the relay
team.
Senior Jason Nettles was the
third-place finisher in the 100 backstroke event with a time of 49.89
seconds in the finals. His time of
49.82 in the preliminaries was a
new personal record and ranks him
second on the Clemson all-time
performer's list.
Senior Andrew Saulfiier also
posted a new career best in the 500
freestyle event, finishingfourth with
a time of 4:27.18, a time which also

moves him into second place on the
Clemson all-time list in that event.
The Tigers had a disappointing
year record wise under first year
Head Coach Jim Sheridan. They
finished 1-7 overall and 0-5 in the
ACC, with their lone win coming
against Florida Atlantic. While they
may not have won as many meets as
they would have liked this year, the
team's performance in last
weekend's ACC Championship
meet does show promise for the
future of Clemson's men's swimming.
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Ladies always play
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free on Tuesday

Billiards & good times \/^

* 75* Longnecks
* $1.00 Longnecks

4-6:00pm
6-8:00pm
r

sr~\

j 40 % off j
Open 7 Days A Week
654-7649 |
Highway 93 Across from Tiger Mart

Table Time

I

before 6 pm

Not valid w/other offers. J

Come Party At Club

^^^
immediately after graduation
without waiting for the
results of your State Boards. You
can earn great benefits as an Air
Force nurse officer. And if selected
during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship
at a major Air Force medical facility. To apply, you'll need an overall
2.50 GPA. Serve your country
while you serve your career.
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
COLLECT
919-850-9549

T/te ^alk^of^igtr Tozvnh
1

Relax and Enjoy Yourself At Our
Sports Lounge In Glass-Enclosed Upper Deck!

PflSTfl HOUSE

(Owned by a CRAZY Chinese chef who LOVES Clemson sports)

(T Italian Cuisine, Steafj&Seafood JH
4126 Clemson Blvd. Next to Holiday Spa in Anderson SC
Monday-Saturday 4:00 pm until...Sundays 12:00 noon until 8:00

Happy 'Hours f)aiCy!
NOW OPEN FOR GOURMET X-PRESS LUNCH!
MODAY-FRIDAY 11:30-2:30.

Complete (Dinners Start at only $5.95

231-8811
BSU8HBIB

tMmsBsmaamammsaSBMSSMl

Friday, February^ 1
Party Starts At 10:00fpm
Age 21 and over
on Highway 123 I
Under 21 college ID required b/w Clemson & Seneca [
■""

BBB

IMtm^^lMMSrjm
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take ACC Indoor titles FORUM, from page 21
In what might be one of the
finest team performances of the
1991-92 school year, the Clemson
men's and women's track teams
outpaced second place finisher
UNC and the rest of their ACC
rivals to capture the ACC title last
Friday and Saturday.
"They rose to another level,"
said men's coach Bob Pollock,
voted 1992 ACC Indoor Coach of
the Year.
"It was one of the best performances I' ve ever seen or have been
associated with."
Leading the men's team were
1991 outdoor All-Americans
Michael Green and Larry Ryans.
Green, who won the finals of the
55 meters in 7.15, scorched to a
conference record 7.10 in the preliminaries to set the year's top standard in the event.
Green also placed second in the
200 meters with a 20.72 time.
Ryans. pushed by Duane Ross's
ACC record 7.21 in the early rounds
of the 55 meter hurdles, shattered
that mark with a 7.12 finals time to
set this year's national precedent in
that event.
"They responded to and encouraged each other," said Pollock, citW"

y.lMMIIJIII.

I

ing the 55 meter hurdles performance in which Anthony Knight
also raced to a near-record time.
"In some cases, their performances went up several notches. It
pushed them to a national level."
Cormac Finnerty came away as
the team's only double winner, winning the mile (4:03. 72) and 3000
meters (8:16.73).
Scott Erbach won the shot put
(57'7-1 IT) and the the 2-mile relay
team (Paul Wright, Kendrick Roach,
Steve Darrity, Andrew Beecher)
also came away as winners.
The key to the team's win, Pollock said, was the preliminary performance.
On Friday, the trial day, the Tigers found themselves with 24
points, 22 short of UNC's total.
But as UNC qualified eight athletes for the final day. Clemson
qualified a whopping 15. Of the 15
to reach the finals, only one did not
score.
"The performance was picture
perfect," said Pollock, of his team's
fourth consecutive ACC indoor
championship.
"This has to go down in the ACC
record books as one of the finest
performances ever."
The women's team scored an
equally powerful performance,
notching 80 points on the final day

^litl
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to edge out nearest competitor UNC
by 12 to win their first ACC indoor
championship ever.
Led by co-MVP Kim Graham,
who won the 55 meters (6.91) and
raced to an ACC record in the 2000
meters with a 23.59 clocking, the
Tiger women came away winning
five events and placing six AllACC competitors.
Other individual winners were
Monique Everett, who set a new
school record in the 55 meter hurdles
with a 7.74 time, Karen Hartmann
(mile, 4:44.49) and Monyetta
Haynesworth (long jump, 20'5").
"It was a sweet victory," said
women's coach and ACC women's
indoor Coach of the Year Wayne
Coffman, whose team placed second to UNC the three previous years
before taking the crown for themselves.
"It's even sweeter to beat UNC.
When we beat them, it felt great,"
he continued.
"If we continue like this, we
have a good chance to place in the
Top 20 as a team in the NCAA's.
Maybe if we perform like we did at
the ACC s. we might find ourselves
in the top-10."
Both the men's and women's
teams have 10 qualifiers for the
national championships March 1314 in Indianapolis, Ind.

Barkley: Hey, John, why don't
you shut up?
McEnroe: Charles, stay out of
this. Have you spit on any little
children lately?
Barkley: All right, that's it!
(He charges McEnroe but is restrained by a suddenly entering
Geraldo. In the struggle, Geraldo's
nose is broken by one of Barkley's
flailing elbows.)
Me: Come on now. This is
getting way out of hand. Why
don't we all settle down. I think
we need a coffee break. (Yelling
offstage) Coffee boy! Coffee boy!
Coffee boy: Yes. Yes. Here it
is. (Cliff Ellis enters with the coffee.)
Me: Thanks. No cream for me.
McEnroe: Over here, now. I
want sugar and cream.
Barkley: No, me first.
Jordan: I don't drink coffee.
Nicklaus: I want mine first.
Over here.
Cliff: Come on guy s, quit pressing me. You know I can't handle
the press.
Rose: Cliff, I'll slip you some
cool cash if you serve me first.
(Rose pays Cliff. Cliff serves him
first then everyone else, then
leaves.)
Norman: Okay, let's all settle
down. I have a question. Michael,

with all— (he coughs, coughs,
coughs)
Me: Greg, are you all right?
Norman: Yeah, I'm fine, just
choking on my coffee. I always
choke, (coughs again) Okay, I'm
all right now. As I was saying,
Michael, with all the money you
makeand all the awards and the
worldwide recognition you get,
what do you think your wife likes
the most about you?
Jordan: (Smiling) That's
easy, my tongue.
Me: Michael, none of that.
Nicklaus: My wife likes my
putter.
Rose: I'd be willing to bet my
wife likes my hair the best.
Me: Okay, we have time for
one more question. Who wants to
ask it?
Rose: I do. I do. This one's for
you, Sean.
Me: All right. Shoot.
Rose: Shoot? Did you say
"shoot"? Is there a craps table
around?
Me: I meant, What is your
question?
Rose: Oh! What team does
Bobby Bonilla play for?
Me: Well, that's a tough one,
but if the 692 people that have
mentioned it to me are correct, I
would have to say the Mets.
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In Clemson
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APARTMENT*
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New in 1989
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• Furnished and unfurnished
• 2 bedroom townhouses and flats
• 2 full baths
• Washers and dryers in all units
• 1 mile to campus
• Lots of storage space
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Zoned For Four People

Overachiever
Fred Daniels was cut the first time he tried out for the baseball team. Three
years later, he is the starting shortstop for the nationally-ranked Tigers.
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Apartment On-Line Housing Sign Up
Today, Friday February 21, 1992, is the last day you
can request an apartment assignment for the
academic year 1992-93.

Peitdieton

Ou-er 90 l/oj-tetfes * /i/olodtf Mal&S TUm Better

Mondavi f-ida^ 5-8/?. m.

The on-line sign up system for apartment sign up will
be up from 8:00 am Friday until 1:00 pm and then
back up from 4:30 pm Friday until 7:00 am Saturday
February 22.

Bay Dw oanauj/ck
Get He, ft/erf For Hai/j'Price,
'

Must Present Coupon

"

"7~"

Scuidav 11-4

Bay One, Sandu/icfv
(jet/\ferf For Hai^ Price
Must Present Coupon

"

Call Now
646-7003

1
I
I
I
I

If you have not paid your $95 advance payment,
please do so by 4:30 pm today.
Lists of students who received an apartment
assignment and their assigned apartments will be
posted on Monday March 9, 1992 after 9:00 am.
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Wells shows the desire to win for Lady Tigers

byi
Jeff
Daskal
by
effDaskal
staff writer

of the top conferences in the councoun
ofthe
try, and I wanted to play against top
competition," she said.
Cheron has made a tremendous
impact on the women's team ever
since her arrival. Last year, she led
the Lady Tigers in scoring with an
average of 14.1 ppg, including a
career high 30 points against Wake
Forest. She was named to the NCAA
Tournament All-East Regional team
after averaging 16 points in three
tournament games. Wells was the
first Lady Tigerever to receive such
an honor. Lady Tigers' coach Jim
Davis said, "Cheron Wells was our
most valuable player and leading
scorer on last year's team. Cheron
is one of the finest guards in the
Atlantic Coast Conference. She is
among the best guards that I have
coached in my career."
Wells has improved greatly over
last year's success. Currently, she
leads the team in scoring (14.7 ppg)
and assists (88). She also is second
on the team in three point percentage (47.5%), making her nickname
of "Sure Shot" look even more impressive. Before Wells closes the
final chapter on her career here at
Clemson, she has set many goals
for herself as well as the team.
"I would like to win the ACC
tournament," she said. "If we keep
playing like we have been lately, I

Desire (De sir) n. : An urgently
impelling motive toward attainment.
One person who perfectly embodies this definition is Lady Tigers basketball player Cheron
Wells.
Wells, a senior guard from Dayton, Ohio, has displayed this characteristic ever since she began
playing competitive basketball back
in sixth grade. "I hate losing. It's
something I can't stand. I always
play to win," said Wells.
Before attending Clemson,
Wells played for Kilgore Junior
College in Kilgore, Tex. As a freshman, she played a major role, leading her team to the National Junior
College Championship in 1988. The
following year, she averaged 26.4
points and 10.2 rebounds per game.
She was named her conference's
MVP and earned a spot on the
Kodak Ail-American Junior College Team. Besides Clemson, Wells
was highly sought after by other
top women's basketball programs
such as Texas, Louisiana Tech and
the University of Southern California.
"I chose Clemson because I
wanted to play in the ACC It's one

haw *a good
oooH <hnf
feel that we have
shot at
at
winning the tournament because
we're playing together as a team,
and we have one of the best defenses in the conference."
But, her ultimate goal for the
team is to make it to the Final Four.
"This year, there hasn't been a dominant team. Many teams are playing
at the same level. If we keep playing well, we have a good shot," she
said.
Personally, her goal is to be selected to the All-ACC and AilAmerican teams.
Throughout Cheron's success,
the greatest source of inspiration
for her has been her mother. "My
mother has been the glue in my life
that has kept me together. I don't
know what I would ever do without
her," she said.
In the future, Wells is seeking an
opportunity to get a tryout for the
Olympic team and hopefully getting the chance to represent the
United States in the Olympics or
the World University Games, Another huge goal that she would like
to achieve is to graduate from Clemson, and she iswell on her way of
accomplishing that.
If Cheron maintains the level of
"desire" that she currently possesses, she will be successful at
whatever she does.
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Cheron Wells

College Night
EVERY WEDNESDAY
(18 or Older Admitted)
• FREE Admission for
21 & over
• Alternative and
Top 40 Dance Music
• 75c Draft and
$3.75 Beer Buckets
• America's Hottest NEW
Bar Sport . . .

VELCRO JUMPING!
Coming... Wednesday, February 26th
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• Zoyu • Zoga
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Characters 2nd Annual

TOGA Party!

In*
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(Wear a Toga And Enter For FREE)
Cash & Prizes For
Best Male, Best Female, Best Couple

^
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Other lotus and Aldus products available
' ^ent, ^mH

or s

'°ff'" fa/uirerf lot purchase.

Characters • 805 Frontage Rd., • Greenville'
(803)234-0370

r~
SPRING BREAK

DAYTONA BEACH
> High quality beachfront accommoda- $
tions for 7 exciting nights.
;*£
•Round trip chartered motor coach.

I

•Free pool deck parties, activities, &
promotions.

»
(y

•Inter-Campus Programs ID/Discount Jr

card.

7jT

• On-location staff for complete
assistance.
•All taxes, tips, & service charges
included.

<*

Xt $1491 219
X ~ Heather If
*t

$

WITH TRANSPORTATION

WITHOUT TRANSPORTATION

For information and reservations

653 5112 fT

JP ^^V,^

A Student Community
• 2 bedroom and 2 bath
• Completely furnished
r""
• Washer and Dryer in each unit
• Shuttle bus and swimming pool

s>
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* Variable lease terms
• 1-4 students
• Summer session rentals
• Organizations Welcome

Call Greg and reserve the apartment of your choice

654-3263

ARRANGFUFNTS BY ^i inTlROUPUS PROGRAMS
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Campus Bulletin
announcements
TKE rush at Edgar's on Tuesday,
Feb. 25 from 7-12 p.m. no cover
charge. Come and check us out!
For more information call Ricky at
653-9028.
American
Spirit
Index
Association will be offering
Chinese Kung-Fu and Chinese QiKung classes, focused on potential
inspire, career success, life
perfection, and Kung pointing
Massage. Classes will begin on
Feb. 29. Every Saturday morning
for six weeks. Call 654-1657 after
9 p.m.
Sigma Tau Epsilon!! Spring
banquet for ETE members will be
March 4 at 6:30 p.m. at the Clemson
House. Members please register at
Monday night tutoring sessions if
you plan to attend. If you have any
questions please call Dana at 6541462 or Becky at 653-7615.
HAVING PROBLEMS WITH
ALCOHOL? You are welcome to
attend an alcoholics anonomyous
meeting on campus. Held on
Mondays at 5 p.m. in multi-purpose
room, upstairs of Holtzendorf.
Attendance is strictly confidential.
Time's a-wastin'. Make your
reservatoin for Catholic Campus
Ministry's Spring Retreat: "The
Oneand Only YOU." (Appreciating
yourself as God's unique gift.)
Friday evening March 6 to Sunday
afternoon March 8 is the Rocky
Bottom Camp. Cost is $20.(Meals
and transportation) Call now: 6547804.
The Spanish Club is having a
fiesta tonight at the Language House
from 8 p.m. until 2 a.m. for all
members and interested persons.
$2 admission and I.D. required.
Get to know "the one and only
you!" Boost your self esteem, recharge your battteries, get away for
a while...Catholic Campus Ministry
is offering a great chance for YOU
March 6-7 at Rocky Bottom Camp!
Call 654-9670 or 654-7804 for more
information.
Paulist Father and author, Rev.
Tom Ryan, CSP will be the guest
speaker for a special breakfast
gathering at ST ANDREW'S
CATHOLIC
CHURCH,
(Edgewood Avenue and Sloan
Street) Clemson. on SATURDAY
MORNING, FEB. 22 at 10 a.m.
The Winter Road Warrior Run.
5km cross country. 3 p.m. Saturday,
Feb 29. For more information call
Kim Ivey 656-5968 day or 2244467 after 8 p.m. or pick up entry
form in Fike lobby.
Adoption: Active, warm, stable
couple wants to adopt newborn.
Much love, happy home and many
opportunities! Meet us. Legal,
confidential, expenses pd. Call

James and Linda collect.
846-0744.

(704)

for rent
Crystal Clean Mini Storage for
rent. Several sizes available. Bring
this ad and save money. Come to
Ingles on 123 into Seneca, turn left
at the red light, one block on your
left. Open Mon-Fri from 10 a.m.
until 6 p.m. 885-9815.

much more from only $499. Buy
from the #1 name you trust for
quality vacations, Four Seasons 1800-331-3136.

Male
stripper-sororities,
birthdays, other parties. References
available. 653-5823. Leave
message.

Spring Break—Daytona Beach
Florida. 6 days only $69. Call (800)
344-8914.

personals

Engaged? Getting Married?
Discount Bridal Service offers 2040% off only new formal gowns.
Call 654-2992.

for sale

help wanted

Mark and Marc Supplements
High performance, nutritional,
sports supplements-Twinlab,
Perfect 1100, etc-All brands
wholesale savings; cheaper than
GNC call 226-4011 anytime.

EARN up to $50/week and more
part-time selling "Be Tiger Safe"
condoms. Great opportunity for
men and women. Call now! (800)
736-6064.

Clark;s shoes for men available
at discount. CA11 858-7450Ramsey.
International, non-competitive
children's camp. Farm, waterfront,
riding. Employment (2-10wks):
$110-200/wk. GwynnVailey,CN,
Brevard, NC 28712. On-campus
interview March 11.
Nkon 4004s autofocus SLR. AF
Nikkor35-70mm zoom lens. $325.
654-7455.
1984 white Pontiac Fiero.
Sunroof, AM/FM cassette, new
brakes, new tires, good condition.
$2100 or best offer. 858-7427.
1987 Renault Alliance. 2 dr, 4speed, AM/FM cassette. Only
38,000 miles. Runs great! Good
Exterior, Interior, Asking $1500
O.B.O. Call SachinShah654-3649.
Kenwood KRC-310 Car stereo
receiver/cassette. Only used 6
months. $240 new. Sell for $160.
O.B.O. Call 858-4681.
Tickets: Buy/Sed All concerts,
Sports, Theatre. We pay top dollar
for ACC Tournament. Super Bowl,
masters. Braves, Grateful Dead, U2.
All shows. All Tours. (919) 9679584.
Schwinn 10-speed bike. $50.
Call 654-2742.
Cheap! FBI/U.S. seized. 89
Mercedes, $200. 86 VW, $50. 87
Mercedes, $100. 65 Mustang, $50.
Choose from thousands starting
$25. Free 24 hour recording reveals
details
(801)
379-2929
copyright#SC10K;C.
$40,000/yr! READ BOOKS and
TV scripts. Fill out simple "like/
don't like" form. EASY! Fun
relaxing at home, beach, vacations.
Guaranteed paycheck. FREE 24
Hour recording (801) 379-2925
copyright #SC10KEB.

Alaska Summer Employmentfisheries. Earn $5,000+/month. Free
transportation! Room and Board!
Over 8,000 openings. No
experience necessary. Male or
Female. For employment program
all Student Employment Services
at 1-206-545-4155 ext. 195.
Fast Fundraising Program-Fraternities, sororities, student
clubs. Earn up to $1000 in one
week. Plus receive a $1000 bonus
yourself. And a free watch just for
calling 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65.

Extra Congrats to our stud
neighbors! We "L" you all! - The
Babes in 328.
Congratulations TKE! Good
luck with rush! Love, Pi Beta Phi.

Delta Chi, We'd like to thank
you for a great mixer-Love, the
sisters or Gamma Phi Beta.
Kathy and Susan - Only 2 weeks
and 3 days 'til the Boat O' Love!
Thank goodness there won't be any
cacciatore or salad on board!! Meghan.
Brian - You better check your
car. You never know what could
happen.
Slick - I am never speaking to
you again. I mean it this time. I'm
really mad. Maybe.
Locks - Think we ought to check
out this Jesus thing?? - Goldie.

Alisun, Ur dah luv gawdess uv
dah twintieth senturey. Ew vul ay.
Zepal
Z: "you're staying in the
doghouse." Z.
ALS, Time is growing near/ For
a moment very dear. My heart is
always yours/ As our dreams of life
soars/ my emotions are like a dove/
For the one I'll always love. PEB.
GLF, Another thing I like is Sat.
night wrestling... XOO JDC.
21 Down and 2 to go—Thank
God.
Kay-Thanks for your help. Andy
SPRING BREAK GRAD WEEK

Jesus - do you know who he is or
do you know him?
Congratulations TKE on your
new membership into I.F.C.! We
think it's safe to say - Clemson!

Business Majors
Marketing Majors
Anyone!!

housing
Need to sublease CCII Apt. 200
mth +1/4 utilities. Girl, fully
furnished. 654-9603.
CHADS WORTH COMMONS:
2BR, 2B A luxury flat available Jan.
1. W/D, water, pool. $600.00/month
(4 ROOMMATES ALLOWED!)
653-3083.
Are you graduating in August?
If so, we need you! We are
graduating in December and we
would love to sub-lease from you
for the Fall Semester. Please call
Susan at 858-3218 or Kelly at 6547419.

lost & found
Found: Black and brown
"Outdoor Products" book bag. Left
at typewriter. Describe contents
for return. Call 653-7901.

1,2,3 Bedroom Beach Cottages.
Pool, Cable, Free Crazy
Membership.
North Myrtle Beach SC
Call (803) 272-1885

Join The Tiger's
Advertising Staff
for a simple (albeit
unpaid) stint in the
exciting world of
advertising right here
on campus.

Lost 4 keys: If found return to
Lightsey Bridge Office.
Reward
for
return
of
"investments"-a blue text book.
Please call Ann at 639-0634.

miscellaneous

Study Abroad in Australia-Information on semester, year, .
graduate, summer and internship
Spring Break Price-Buster , programs in Perth, Townsville,
Vacations! Jamaica, Bahamas Sydney, and Melbourne. Programs
including airfare, great hotel and start at $3520. Call 1-800-878-3696.

Senior staff positions
to be available in
March.
Call Allyson
656 2167
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